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Agenda 

Wednesday Baytree National Golf Links 
June 8, 2022 8207 National Drive 
1:30 PM Melbourne, Florida 

1. Roll Call

2. Engineer’s Report

A. Review of Lake Banks

3. Community Updates

A. Security

B. BCA

C. Isles of Baytree

4. Consent Agenda

A. Approval of Minutes of the May 4, 2022 Meeting

5. Agenda

A. Review of Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2023

6. CDD Action Items/Staff Reports

A. CDD Action Items

B. Additional Staff Reports

i. Attorney

ii. District Manager

1. Field Manager’s Report

7. Treasurer’s Report

A. Consideration of Check Register

B. Balance Sheet and Income Statement

8. Supervisor’s Requests

9. Public Comment Period

10. Adjournment
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
BAYTREE 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
 

 The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Baytree Community Development 

District was held on Wednesday, May 4, 2022 at 1:30 p.m. at Baytree National Golf Links, 8207 

National Drive, Melbourne, Florida. 

 
 Present and constituting a quorum: 
 
 Melvin Mills Chairman  
 Richard Bosseler Assistant Secretary 
 Richard Brown Assistant Secretary 
 Carolyn Witcher (via phone) Assistant Secretary 
 Janice Hill Supervisor-Elect 
 
 
 Also present were: 
 
 
 Jason Showe District Manager 
 Michael Pawelczyk District Counsel 
 Peter Armans (via phone) District Engineer 
 Andy Hatton Field Manager 
 William McLeod DSI Security  
 Bob Eksten President - BCA 
 Residents 
 
 
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS Roll Call 

 Mr. Mills called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m. and Mr. Showe called the roll. The 

Pledge of Allegiance was recited. Supervisors Mills, Bosseler, Brown and Hill were present in 

person and Supervisor Witcher was present via phone. 

 

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS Engineer’s Report 

Mr. Mills: Peter, are you with us? 

Mr. Armans: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Mills: Would you like to give your report? 

Mr. Armans: Sure. Before my report, I'm not sure if I'm going to be here for the approval 

of minutes, but I do have a comment on something that I mentioned last time. On Page 9, it says, 
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“Every stinking roadway” and that's not what I said. I said, “Every stick of roadway.” It changes 

the entire meaning. 

Mr. Showe: Got you.  

Mr. Armans: As far as the report, we were asked to do two things. Last time, the Board 

wanted us to look at the roadways on the south side of the community. So, we walked through 

basically everything South of Old Tramway Drive and National Drive. Based on the current 

condition, we wouldn't say that we need to go out and mill and resurface right away. There are 

some areas that need some crack sealing on Chatsworth Drive. There is some patching that 

maybe requires some repairs on Balmoral Way and Southpointe Court that may benefit from 

some microsealing. But as far as doing a mill and resurface on everything, I wouldn't say that we 

have to do it this year or even next year. We can do some crack sealing to prevent the roadway 

from further deteriorating. With crack sealing, basically, you will see all of these black lines 

throughout. It's not aesthetically pleasing, so sometimes communities will do crack sealing and 

will go over it with the same color. That does extend the life of the pavement as well. 

Mr. Mills: Peter, I have a question. I've seen some communities spraying a sealer. Would 

that help us at all? 

Mr. Armans: What that sealer does, it helps the individual aggregate to stick together, so 

they don't deteriorate as fast. It does extend the life of the pavement. The pavement condition is 

at a good place to do that as a solution. Usually, that doesn't work if the pavement has further 

deteriorated. It doesn't help much, but with the current condition, yes, that would be beneficial 

for the community. 

Ms. Hill: I noticed on Balmoral Way where you had put a patch down. It hasn't been 

more than a year and we already have two big cracks in it. 

Mr. Armans: If you want, we can come out and take some pictures or you can send me 

some pictures. 

Ms. Hill: I will. 

Mr. Armans: That should be within the warranty period of the work. We can ask the 

contractors to come back and repair it. 

Ms. Hill: I don't know the exact date, but it hasn't been that long. 

Mr. Showe: We'll send some pictures to you, Peter. 
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Mr. Mills: Would you strongly consider that we do a sealer? How much longer would 

that give us, before we would have to do any grinding and replacement of asphalt? 

Mr. Armans: Doing a sealer coat on top can extend the life of the pavement by another 

maybe three to five years depending on traffic. 

Mr. Mills: Would the Board like for him to get us a quote on getting that done? 

Ms. Hill: I think that's reasonable. Yeah. 

Mr. Mills: Peter, could you get us a quote on possibly getting that done? 

Mr. Armans: Are we looking at basically the same area as I just mentioned, everything 

south of Old Tramway Drive and National Drive? 

Mr. Mills: Yes. 

Mr. Armans: Okay. 

Ms. Witcher: Can we also have the whole development price? 

Mr. Mills: We could do that. Could you do that for us, Peter? 

Mr. Armans: Yes. You're talking about simply just doing the spray coat on top and some 

crack sealing? 

Mr. Mills: Yes. 

Mr. Armans: Do you want us to break it out into two separate? 

Mr. Brown: Two separate. 

Mr. Mills: Could you do the crack sealing and then on top of that put the sealer? 

Mr. Armans: Yeah. You have to do it that way. You have to crack the seals first and then 

you put the sealer on top. We would basically break the quote into two areas. Each will have 

both crack sealing and the sealer on top. Crack sealing will have to be by foot and basically an 

estimate. I'm not sure if any contractor will come out and actually do a total count of the footage 

of the entire community. I'll ask. With how busy contractors are, they might just give us a per-

foot cost. We would just give them a rough estimate of how much it would be, but the bigger 

number would be the sealer on top. They will give us an accurate square footage for that. 

Mr. Mills: I think Carolyn brought up a good point to go ahead and give us a quote on 

both the entire community, south of National Drive and then also west of National Drive. 

Mr. Armans: Sounds good. 

Mr. Mills: Okay. 

Resident (Bernard Bryan, Chatsworth Drive): Can I ask a question? 
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Mr. Mills: Sure. 

Resident (Bernard Bryan, Chatsworth Drive): If you’re losing asphalt, would the sealant 

help that or would you have to add more asphalt? I'm seeing a lot of asphalt flowing up. 

Mr. Showe: I know that Peter can probably address this a little better, but in our 

experience, when they do the sealer, some of it they can do and some of it they can't depending 

on the underlying material. Correct, Peter? 

Mr. Armans: I'm sorry, I didn't hear the question. 

Mr. Showe: There are some spots where they think that asphalt has deteriorated. In those 

cases, I don't think they can always do the sealer on top of that. 

Mr. Armans: Yeah. In those locations we'll have to do a repair first before we do both 

crack sealing and the sealer on top. We would include that in the quote. 

Mr. Mills: I don't want to bring this up as a personal issue, but Bernard is correct. I'm 

seeing a lot of sand in our gutters that's being washed off of the roadway. It's from the 

deteriorating asphalt. 

Mr. Brown: Is that specific to Chatsworth? 

Mr. Mills: Yes. Unless anybody else has seen the gutters. 

Mr. Armans: If you remember, we talked about doing core samples to see the structural 

integrity. Now with what we just talked about, the sealing and the crack sealant does not do 

anything to the structural integrity. So, if there are some base issues, those will continue to be 

issues. If there's water coming up through the ground, it will still seek through whatever sealer 

we put on top. It’s not going to keep it from happening, but it does extend the stickiness of the 

aggregates together and that's what gives that little more life. It's not going to affect the structural 

integrity. Basically, what we're doing is, we're pushing that review of the structural integrity of 

the roadway a few years ahead to do it when we are ready to do a mill and resurface. 

Mr. Mills: I think if we can extend the life of our roads from three to five years, that 

would give us enough time to get the money accumulated to maybe help offset this inflation 

figure that we're dealing with. 

Mr. Armans: Sure.  

Ms. Witcher: I think so too. 

Mr. Showe: Okay. 
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Mr. Mills: Is it the Board's wishes then to have him go ahead and get us some quotes or at 

least some estimates. You got that Peter? 

Mr. Armans: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Mills: Okay. Is there anything else? 

Mr. Armans: The other thing that we'll have to look at are the lake banks. There was a 

plan for some lake bank repair as I believe that the current plan that was previously completed, 

elapsed. There's no more work to do on that plan, so, I think the plan would be to look at the 

areas where the lake bank is coming close to the property line and we'll prioritize those areas to 

inspect it to see if those need to be fixed. We scheduled the site inspection work for what I just 

mentioned, as well as the 20-year needs analysis for May 17th. You will see our crews out there 

walking the ponds and looking at the structures. Currently, it's been tentatively scheduled for 

May 17th. 

Ms. Witcher: Peter, are we still going to do the back of Ashwell Court no matter what we 

do on the lake bank? 

Mr. Armans: I believe that's the one that Jason and I looked at. Is that correct? We've 

already given our recommendation on that. 

Mr. Showe: Yes. We gave a recommendation that needed to be included. So, that will be 

part of whatever evaluation we do. 

Mr. Armans: Yeah. 

Ms. Witcher: I just to make sure that it will be included in the next event. 

Mr. Brown: It is. 

Mr. Armans: Yes, it will be. 

Ms. Witcher: Thank you. 

Mr. Mills: Peter, do you have copies of the previous engineer's study on the lake banks? 

Mr. Showe: I think we've got it. We're still trying to track it down based on the amount of 

emails. 

Mr. Mills: It would be interesting to see from when that was done to current, how much 

erosion has taken place. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. The plan that they did ended with the year that we just did. It was a 

five-year plan. So, we felt that it would be better to get fresh eyes on it with a new engineering 

firm, but we're still trying to track that down. I've also gotten in touch with the vendor, because 
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he does his own evaluation once we give them a recommendation on how to best do it based on 

this professional expertise. So, I'm going to see what he thinks. 

Mr. Mills: Yeah. Because with the storms coming the way they are, I'm sure that the 

erosion is quicker than it had been in the past. 

Mr. Showe: It could be. 

Mr. Bosseler: Jason, maybe we can get it in a form that we can all get a copy of. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. Is that it? 

Mr. Mills: That'll be good. 

Mr. Bosseler: It goes to 2020. 

Mr. Showe: I think that might be the one we received. I'll scan that in.  

Mr. Bosseler: You can handle that? 

Mr. Showe: Absolutely. 

Mr. Mills: Do you have anything else, Peter? 

Mr. Armans: No, unless you have any questions for me. 

Mr. Mills: That's it, Peter. Thank you very much. 

Mr. Armans: Thank you. Take care. 

 

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS Community Updates  
A. Security 
Mr. Mills: Bill? 

Mr. McCleod: First of all, I'd like to thank the Board and the community for the pay raise 

you gave the officers. That was well-received. I'm really appreciative of the relationship that 

we've built with Baytree and I think it's showing in the performance of our officers. If anybody 

has any comments or issues with me or the officers, please contact either your Board Members 

or GMS, and they will get in touch with me. Some of you already have my number. I'm more 

than happy to take your calls if there's an issue for what you're paying. There shouldn't be any 

issues. So, I really appreciate your trust in us. We certainly love being here. With that being said, 

since the last time I was out here, we've only done two management visits. The reason being, and 

this is no excuse, is we took on a very large account. It's quite frankly killing me honestly. We 

had indicated that we would get out here as much as we could. That would pick back up now that 

we've got that account settled down. We also have been without field supervisors for a little 

while. With the labor market, the way that it is, we were very finicky about the supervisors we've 
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put out in the field. But we're starting to see an uptake in the quality of candidates that we're 

getting. So, you'll see more visits out here. Matt has done a couple of trainings. One was the 

customer service training. The other was emergency preparedness. That's it unless you have any 

questions for me. 

Mr. Mills: I only have a statement to make. The guards are doing a great job. I think 

you've taken care of that one issue.  

Mr. McLeod: Yes. 

Mr. Mills: I want to basically bring up an old situation that happened years ago. We had a 

resident who got a guard fired and the Board knew nothing about it at all. So, if any resident 

demands that a guard be fired, please let Rich know. 

Mr. McCleod: Absolutely. We'll go through Jason first, because we understand, having 

officers here for a while has its pros and cons, but most of the time there are a lot of pros. Them 

knowing you and who your guests are, who you want here and who you don't, that's a plus. A 

minus is they get a little comfortable at times and we have to be careful a little bit, but outside of 

that, I think we have a good crew out here, so I appreciate that. 

Mr. Brown: Absolutely. 

Mr. Mills: Are there any other comments from the Board? 

Mr. Brown: No. 

Mr. Mills: Thanks, Bill.  

 

B. BCA 

Mr. Mills: Bob?  

Mr. Eksten: I had a couple of things. I'm not going to go recap our last annual meeting, 

but I do want to be upfront about something. We've had a lot of complaints about the signs, 

about the fact that we have a lot more signs than we used to have. Some are stop signs that have 

been very effective. I personally think the speed humps are fine where we have them. I know you 

decided not to have one on Balmoral Way, which I think was the right decision, but when you 

look at the speed humps, there are too many signs. The example I had, was if you go on Old 

Tramway Drive, as you leave the Clubhouse on National Drive, just glance to your left and you'll 

see a speed hump ahead sign. Right after the speed bump sign, there is a 50-miles-per-hour sign. 

It is unnecessary to have the speed hump ahead sign because we're all residents that use the roads 
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in here. There may be exceptions, by the way, for what I’m proposing. We're all residents, we 

have frequent visitors and we all know that the speed humps are there. You can either slow down 

or not, that's your choice. We hope that you slow down. For those that are speeding, they are 

finally realizing that this kind of hump can spill your coffee. But in most cases, the extra speed 

hump sign ahead sign is totally unnecessary. You can see both signs very easily and again we 

residents know where the speed humps are. Your frequent guests do as well. The lawn care guys 

go over those things rapidly. I find that most people are well within the speed limit. So, my 

proposal is for the CDD to take a look at each individual speed hump to see if both signs are 

necessary in all cases. We have five sets of speed humps. At some, it makes sense to have those 

signs there. For example, the second sign as you are coming in on Baytree Drive, there aren't 

homes right there, so the second sign is really not an issue. But for a lot of other people, they see 

that sign right in front of their house and I received a lot of complaints about that. So again, on 

an individual basis, I would suggest that the Board look at that and if that second sign is deemed 

unnecessary, we can consider taking it out. 

Mr. Brown: I don't think there's anybody on this Board that disagrees with what you are 

saying. The unfortunate thing is that the speed hump signs, the amount and the location are 

required by the State Department of Transportation. 

Mr. Showe: Those are all built in the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 

standards. The distance between the first sign and the speed hump, is based on the speed of the 

road. So, if the speed hump is this many miles an hour, it's required to have the first sign there 

and the speed limit sign is required by FDOT standards. 

Mr. Eksten: I knew that was the case and I was hoping that Mike would have closed his 

ears. 

Mr. Showe: It's too late now. You should’ve asked him to leave the room.  

Mr. Eksten: There were requirements in the past, for example, at the swimming pool, we 

had to have the wheelchair/handicap accessible ramp. We don’t have that anymore because it 

was not necessary. Personally, I don't think that the State will come in and say, “Okay you guys 

need to put that sign back up.” I'm not saying everyone because for example, on Kingswood 

Way, there's one sign where the actual speed hump sign is right behind a tree. In that case, you 

need that speed hump ahead sign, but I feel that the one on Old Tramway Drive is just a 

technicality. 
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Mr. Showe: We can certainly take a look and see what the engineer would recommend in 

terms of it. The county definitely wanted us to keep at least the FDOT standards on whatever 

those were since they are public roads. 

Mr. Mills: Bob's not the only one that's heard that. I've heard people saying that we have 

too many signs. What legally can the State do to us if we take down the speed hump ahead sign? 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I think more of a concern would be not what the State was going to do, 

but what your liability would be for not putting signs in, in accordance with the FDOT standards. 

Mr. Showe: Correct. If somebody goes over that and hits it. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: If someone goes over it, hits it, runs into a house and kills two kids, 

you're negligent for taking down the sign that was in accordance with the FDOT standards. 

There's a whole manual on uniform traffic control devices that the engineer has to use and cities 

use with respect to signage and markings. 

Mr. Mills: So, basically, due to legal and/or liability issues, I guess they have to stay. 

Mr. Eksten: I understood that was a legal requirement, so frankly it serves no real 

functional purpose.  

Mr. Pawelczyk: It won't be the first legal requirement that serves no functional purpose. 

Mr. Eksten: My second issue has to do with signs also. At had a previous CDD meeting, I 

had requested that the BCA to be allowed to purchase with BCA funds, the sign identical to the 

sign that exists right now at the front gate. The reason for that is we have a lot of social events 

and a lot of concerns and issues that we put on that sign. We will pay for all of the costs 

involved. What we are looking for is the CDD's permission to put a sign in between the sidewalk 

and the curb, on the resident’s entrance to the front gate. 

Mr. Mills: Bob and I looked at that yesterday. There is electricity on that side, so that 

wouldn't be a problem. It looks like we have enough space between where the antenna is for the 

transponders to put a sign and maybe angle it towards the driver. We were going to talk about 

this at the workshop. Do we have any quotes yet? 

Mr. Eksten: I know Jason knows that Mr. Mike Sherbin on our Board has information as 

to where to get a quote.  

Mr. Brown: How many quotes? 
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Mr. Showe: We gave them the same vendor that we used for our sign. For what we paid 

for those, the fact that they've been there as long as they have, still look really great and are still 

functional, it was worth it.  

Mr. Mills: How much did we pay for them? Do you remember? 

Mr. Showe: I think they were $4,000 or $5,000 each. 

Mr. Brown: They were the equivalent of $4,000 a year for the holiday lights for the next 

10 years. Does that make sense? 

Mr. Bosseler: No. 

Mr. Brown: I have no problem. It's our land. Do we need to have an agreement?  

Mr. Showe: Probably. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Yeah. We could do just a simple License Agreement. I talked to Bob a 

little bit about that after the last meeting. If the Board is inclined to move forward, you could just 

authorize us to prepare all of that, so we don't have to wait for the next meeting. If we have to 

bring that back we will. 

Ms. Hill: Are you going to be able to read all of that information? I guess if you go 

through enough times, you can get it. 

Mr. Mills: Are you okay with it? 

Mr. Brown: I'm fine with it. 

Mr. Bosseler: I’m fine with it. 

Mr. Mills: I’m fine with it. 

Ms. Hill: Yeah. 

Mr. Mills: Go for it. 

Mr. Eksten: Just to step back, I didn’t ask Mike to get a second bid because I figured that 

you guys did all of the homework for the first one. 

Resident (Not Identified): Currently, I think Andy is changing the signs.  

Mr. Showe: The guard at the front changes the front sign. We manually do the one at the 

rear. 

Resident (Not Identified): Okay. That’s what I thought. 

Ms. Hills: I thought that Paula did it. 

Mr. Showe: We put the CDD one up. Paula may do the HOA side of it. 

Mr. Brown: Yeah, Paula does the HOA one. 
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Resident (Not Identified): I think that we need to make clear who would be maintaining 

it.  

Mr. Showe: I think this would be a BCA sign, so the CDD wouldn’t have any 

maintenance responsibilities for it. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: The CDD will pay for the electric. Is there electric going to the sign?  

Mr. Brown: Why does there have to be electric. 

Mr. Showe: It's probably not worth it to get electric. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I just want to make sure that the agreements say that the CDD will pay 

for the electric. I don't want to set up a meter for it. 

Mr. Showe: No, no, no. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Okay. Easy enough. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah.  

Mr. Mills: It's like I told Bob. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Bob told me that there will be LED lights. 

Ms. Hill: Okay. 

Mr. Mills: Bob and I talked yesterday at lunch. We're all in this together. We're all 

residents. 

Ms. Hill: Yeah. 

Mr. Mills: And the way it was before, the CDD was here and the BCA was there. That's 

now gone. We're all here for one purpose and that is to get along together, to work together. Go 

for it, Bob. Get it done but try to get it exactly like the one we currently have. 

Mr. Eksten: That’s what I thought. It would be aesthetically pleasing. There is one other 

thing that I thought I would bring up. Actually, I’ve got an update. I talked to Mel and some 

other people about the pavilion. The way that it was set up originally, there were all of these 

requirements and fees and whatnot that we are using for the pavilion that were unenforceable. 

We're not going to be able to have somebody down there to see if somebody exceeds the four-

hour limit, that they clean afterwards, whether they did this or that. The way it reads on the BCA 

website right now, is if you want to reserve it exclusively, you can pay a $25 fee and $75 

refundable damage deposit. That would ensure you having it posted in advance for this groups 

private use of that pavilion for residents first. For everything else, it belongs to the residents and 

the residents are free to use it as they see fit, as long as they keep it clean. There is a camera at 
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the pavilion, so if somebody gets carried away, hopefully we have that on camera. So, if the 

CDD is okay with that, I believe the one optional thing is if you want to reserve it for a special 

occasion, you pay $25 and the refundable deposit. 

Ms. Hill: That is basically to cover the expense of cleaning up. 

Mr. Mills: Yeah. 

Ms. Hill: We want to make sure that whoever is using it, isn't trashing it and walking 

away. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: The way that it was set up, I remember, the pavilion was open to 

anybody to use it, but if Mel is having a party there and he didn't reserve the pavilion, then Rick 

can go there and sit there with his family. But if you wanted to reserve it, you would need to pay. 

I don't think the Board really solved this.  

Ms. Hill: No, they were more concerned about somebody coming and trashing it. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: At least we have a camera now. 

Mr. Showe: Actually, the way he describes it is exactly what's in the rules. If you're an 

owner of a residential unit, it's $25 to rent with a $75 deposit. Only residents can book it unless 

you're an annual member. So, the annual member fee is in there as well if somebody wants to 

book it for an event. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Right, that's what it states. 

Mr. Showe: Beyond that, it's first come, first serve. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Well, the only thing that we would ask, is to make sure the same rates 

that we've approved are on your website. 

Mr. Eksten: That's what's on there right now. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Even the annual member has to pay an annual member fee? 

Mr. Eksten: I don't think it says, “Annual Member.” That's the only thing that's not there. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Well, Jason can you get that for you. The reason we want to do that is, 

because that is technically a public facility. Brevard County taxes it as a public facility, which 

means that we don't pay ad valorem taxes on it. The reason we don't is because it's open to the 

public, meaning if Mr. Mike Pawelczyk who doesn't live here wants to use it, I could pay the 

annual member fee of $1,500 and then I can pay $25. So then technically it's open to the public. 

We just want to make sure that the rates are there, so that land is not taxed improperly by the 

Brevard County Property Appraiser. 
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Mr. Showe: Correct. 

Ms. Hill: Jason, my husband who is on the Master Association, will put the exact 

wording of what we want to put on the sign. 

Mr. Showe: Okay. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Just so it's consistent with our rules. You can even put, “If there any 

questions on annual membership, call the District Manager.” 

Mr. Mills: I think, Bob, what you were asking though is for the $25 fee to be done away 

with. Right? 

Ms. Hill: No. 

Mr. Eksten: No. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: He is saying keep it the same. 

Mr. Mills: Okay. Got it. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I think, Bob, the point was that people are just using it anyway. 

Mr. Brown: Have we ever thought about tying the annual membership fee to what our ad 

valorem taxes are? 

Mr. Showe: Part of that is, it has to be set at a rate that ties to that amenity.  

Mr. Pawelczyk: Yeah. 

Mr. Showe: They don't necessarily have access to all of the roads, so we can't charge 

them the full assessment rate. We have to come up with something that's representative of the 

use that they get of that facility. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: The use of the cost of the facility. 

Mr. Showe: Right. 

Mr. Brown: But they do have access to all of the roads because we can't stop them from 

coming in. They do have access to the security because they have to come through security. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Maybe we should see if someone purchases an annual membership. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Then we'll fix that. Because the reality is, for $1,500, that's a big jump to 

your budget, if somebody is going to come in here and rent the pavilion on a regular basis. I 

think the pavilion rules also include limitations on how often you can rent them. If not, we can 

always add that, if we need to. 
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Mr. Showe: We have these annual user fees in all of our Districts that have amenity 

facilities.  

Mr. Pawelczyk: Very few take advantage of that. 

Mr. Eksten: It is just a thought. No problem. 

Mr. Showe: It's a steep price to rent the facility for a day. 

Ms. Hill: That's why I don't think we should advertise it.  

Mr. Showe: We don't. It's not out there, but it has to be part of the rules. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Frankly, if someone wants to spend $1,500 a year or whatever that rate 

is, fine. If the District owned this clubhouse, there would be a non-resident annual membership 

fee. Frankly, if someone who lives way over there, wants to pay $1,500 or $2,500 a year to use 

the facility, they're not going to use it every day. 

Mr. Brown: It will pay for the Christmas lights. 

Mr. Eksten: I think, that's it. I appreciate the Board considering our proposals. 

Mr. Mills: No problem at all, Bob. 

Mr. Eksten: Thank you. 

Mr. Mills: Thanks so much. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: We should have a motion to authorize the preparation and execution of a 

License Agreement from the District to the BCA, with respect to the sign at the front entrance, 

subject to a final review by the Chair. 

Mr. Mills: Sounds good. 

 

On MOTION by Mr. Mills seconded by Ms. Hill with Mr. 
Bosseler, Mr. Brown, Mr. Mills and Ms. Hill in favor and Ms. 
Witcher dissenting, authorizing the preparation and execution of a 
License Agreement from the District to the BCA for a sign at the 
front entrance, subject to a final review by the Chair was approved. 
(Motion Passed 4-1) 

 

C. Isles of Baytree  

There being none, the next item followed. 
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FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Consent Agenda 
A. Approval of Minutes of the April 4, 2022 Meeting  
Mr. Showe: I received some changes, so we would take a motion to approve the minutes 

as amended. 

 

On MOTION by Mr. Brown seconded by Ms. Hill with all in favor 
the Minutes of the April 4, 2022 Meeting were approved as 
amended. 

 

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Agenda 
A. Consideration of Resolution 2022-04 Approving the Proposed Budget for 

Fiscal Year 2023 and Setting a Public Hearing 
Mr. Mills: Let’s do the budget before the resolution. 

Mr. Showe: I need to walk you through the resolution because the resolution itself is 

pretty mechanical. The resolution sets the Proposed Budget, which is attached as Exhibit A. If 

you make changes to it, it will be the changed version or whatever you approve today. It also sets 

the public hearing, which is August 3, 2022 at Noon, which is your regular meeting. We 

typically move that budget meeting up to Noon. It will be here. It also directs us to transmit that 

to Brevard County and also place it on our website. To give some history on the budget, we 

talked about this a little bit at the last meeting. The biggest changes we made from the version 

you've seen before, are that we increased the Roadway total to $130,000, which gets split 

between the Isles of Baytree and the CDD and increased the Community Beautification Fund 

back to where it was. When you factor all of those in plus the capital projects, it comes to an 

assessment increase of $202.18 from the prior year. So, it's really up to the Board at this point if 

you want to go through those line-by-line. I think, we went through most of it at the last meeting, 

but we can certainly take whatever questions or comments you have on it at this point. 

Mr. Brown: It is, what it is. 

Ms. Witcher: I have one comment. I received my water bills from the City of Cocoa and 

they are increasing it by 6.5%. Have we figured that into the budget? 

Mr. Showe: We did a 10% increase on all of the utilities, but I don't know that we've 

received that notification. I can check with our staff. Let me see what we did there. 

Ms. Witcher: Okay. 
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Mr. Showe: For water and sewer, we put in a slight increase, but not a huge increase. We 

can take a look at that. 

Mr. Mills: So, you're recommending that the assessment go up. 

Mr. Showe: The budget as it's built right now has an assessment increase of $202. 

Ms. Hill: How much did we increase it last year? 

Mr. Brown: $100. 

Mr. Mills: $115. 

Mr. Showe: It went from $1,880 to $2,000. 

Ms. Hill: Okay. Now we're talking another $200. 

Mr. Showe: Correct. The majority of that is based off of two things. You're adding 

$30,000 to Roadway, which wasn't there before and we added to the security contract based on 

the approval at the last meeting. Those are the two big increases. 

Mr. Mills: If we back out the $30,000 and just go with $100, what does that do to the 

budget? 

Mr. Showe: Taking the Roadway back to $100? 

Mr. Mills: Yeah.  

Mr. Showe: Let me see. 

Mr. Mills: The reason I'm saying that is, if we decide to have the road sealed, I can't see it 

costing us $130,000 for a one-time event for three to five years. 

Mr. Brown: I have no idea. 

Ms. Hill: I don't either. 

Mr. Brown: That's a crapshoot. 

Ms. Hill: Especially with oil. 

Mr. Showe: That drops it about $65. Again, there are some other factors that go into it, so 

when you do that, it changes the split between the CDD and Isles of Baytree. It's not exact, but it 

will be about a $65 increase. 

Mr. Brown: Every $100 increase in the assessment basically equates to $4,610. That is 

based on 461 homes times $100. I don't like increasing the assessment any more than anybody 

else does, but I also want to be realistic. We've never done sealing and spraying. You're talking 

about every road in Baytree? 

Mr. Mills: Yes. 
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Mr. Brown: I have no idea what that's going to cost. If it costs less than $130,000, then 

the $130,000 that we're increasing it to for the future, just makes our fund for road repaving 

solid. We don't have to go back and increase the assessment because we didn't plan for the 

increase. 

Ms. Hill: You do a budget every year, so if you increase it, then we've got it and if it's 

more than we need… 

Mr. Mills: Then next year we won't have to do anything. 

Ms. Hill: Right, but we're sitting in an inflationary environment. 

Mr. Mills: I know. That’s my concern. 

Ms. Hill: I know that's hard for other people, but if you go into the grocery store or to the 

gas station, it's easy to say that all of our bills are going up, which is true. 

Mr. Mills: I'm going to ask the audience, what is your opinion of the assessment increase 

of $200 more a year? 

Mr. Brown: It goes from basically $2,000 to $2,200. With that $200, we're increasing the 

amount of money that's in the Community Beautification Fund and the amount of money that we 

have to set aside for the road that we are responsible to repave when necessary. The security 

contract went up too. What we haven't talked about, even though you've put in a little increase, 

was Tropic Care and the landscaping. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. We put some inflationary increases in for all of our vendors because 

we expect that it's coming both for the pool, Tropic Care and the lake vendor. Anything that 

deals with chemicals, we expect an increase from. 

Mr. Mills: Speaking of Tropic Care, Mike wanted me to give him a call, which I did 

when I got back from Europe. He said that Tony wanted to talk to me. I asked, “Do you know 

what it's in reference to,'' and he said, “No, but it's nothing important.'' So, I don't know. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I think you should give the information to the residents as to why you 

need to do it. It will have to be a clear case. 

Mr. Mills: We did that last time. 

Mr. Showe: We would do it again. We would do a similar presentation. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Because you just did it recently, I think you need to make sure that you 

can do it and spell out why you are doing it. 
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Mr. Mills: Well, I'd like to correct what Rick said. The original budget for landscaping 

was set years ago at $100 per household. It didn't go up $35,000. It went up to meet what it was 

before because it was cut back to $12,000. 

Mr. Showe: That was to balance the $100 increase we had last year. 

Mr. Mills: Right. 

Mr. Showe: So, we did make some cuts there that weren't there previously. 

Resident (Not Identified): I think it's defendable including adding it due to these big 

maintenance bills coming up. I have an erosion problem behind my house that needs to be 

addressed, so I think it's very defendable. 

Mr. Showe: As we stated, we would do the same type of presentation that we did last 

year. We would explain and tell the Board’s story. 

Mr. Brown: Yup. 

Ms. Hill: Not only that, but I was here when we didn't raise anything for so long. 

Mr. Mills: I know. 

Ms. Hill: And then we had to make a huge increase. I think that's a lot more onerous than 

doing a little bit at a time and keeping current. 

Mr. Brown: Yup. 

Mr. Eksten: I know exactly what you’re talking about. Mel was on the Board with me at 

that same time. The problem was, the first time that we proposed an increase to do things like 

beautification, we had 50 people in this room objecting to it. They were all very much up in the 

air about raising their rates, their non ad valorem taxes were as high as they were and so forth. It 

was not based on fact. That's why I said that I'm for the increase, just so you know. There are 

many good reasons to do it. You just need to get that point across. 

Mr. Mills: Does anybody else in the audience have a comment? 

Resident (Not Identified): Yeah, I have a comment. It just happened that the timing 

frustrated a lot of families. I know that a lot of public School Boards were getting ready to 

increase the millage. There's a vote coming on that this fall and a ton of increases coming. So, 

you may get a lot of people in here looking at the big picture from their household perspective. 

So, I'm okay with the increase, but I’m telling you, there are going to be a lot of families. I just 

want to give you a heads up. 

Mr. Brown: There's a lot of controversy over the School Board. 
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Resident (Not Identified): Yes. 

Resident (Not Identified): Wasn’t there an increase last year? 

Mr. Mills: Yes. There was a $115 increase. I remember you saying, “$100, come on let’s 

get real.” 

Resident (Not Identified): I'm just saying now, you are doing a 10% increase. I’m not 

disputing the need or anything, but you better communicate it well because you are going to have 

a lot of angry citizens. So, you better have a lot of transparency about why you are doing it. 

Because having an increase two years in a row, is going to anger everyone. 

Mr. Mills: I hear you. 

Mr. Bosseler: Do we have time to discuss it at our workshop? 

Mr. Mills: We have to do it before the workshop. 

Mr. Showe: You want to start this process as high as you're comfortable with and you can 

always bring it down from there. So, you can spend the next two or three months reviewing the 

budget. If there are areas that you want to cut or tweak, we can make reductions before the letters 

go out to your residents and you can make reductions up until the day of the public hearing to 

adopt this budget. 

Mr. Mills: Got you. 

Mr. Showe: I will point out that there's frankly not a lot of fluff. There are not a lot of 

reserves in there.  

Mr. Mills: No. 

Mr. Showe: We even cut a lot of the capital projects back. The one thing we did, the 

transfer into the Capital Projects Fund, I made that $65,000 because that's the high watermark in 

your plan right now. That way, at least, you've got the assessment set to cover those capital 

projects for the next few years. Again, if prices rise on other things, you're back to where you 

are. If the Board recalls, when we did the budget last year, the initial projection we had was 

much higher. I'm trying to pull that right now. 

Mr. Mills: It was $120, I think. 

Mr. Showe: The original budget that I presented had $2,027 as the assessment and we cut 

it down to $200 or to $2,000. 

Ms. Hill: I went through line by line. You're looking at insurance going up and taxes 

going down. 
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Mr. Showe: Yeah. I think if you go through there's not a lot. The security increase was 

the big operational expense. 

Ms. Hill: Yeah. 

Mr. Brown: What we still don't have a reserve for is in the event of a hurricane. The last 

hurricane that hit Baytree cost us almost $50,000 to have somebody come in and gather up all of 

the landscaping debris. That has to come from somewhere. 

Ms. Hill: Well, we've got reserves, but that would wipe them out. 

Mr. Mills: Yeah. That's one of the reasons we adopted the line of credit, in case 

something like that would ever happen. 

Mr. Showe: Theoretically, although you have a Roadway Fund, those are all assessment 

monies. That doesn't mean it's reserved only for the Roadway Fund. If you had an emergency, I'd 

be the first one to come in here and say, “This is where the money can come from.” 

Mr. Brown: Yeah. That is a good point.  

Mr. Showe: I completely agree. You've got some reserves. I don't want to make it sound 

like you don't, but the things that you have allocated are for specific projects. There's not a lot of 

extra monies beyond that. The operating is still pretty tight. We tried to make it as tight as we 

could and realistically give you a budget for next year. 

Ms. Hill: We were visiting friends in a community similar to this on the other side of the 

state. One of the things that we noticed is that they had let their roads go since the last time we 

visited and there were potholes. We said, “Hmm, the message that sends is not good.” You do 

not want us to not take care of things and let them deteriorate because that leaves a bad taste in 

people's mouths for your entire community. 

Mr. Mills: I would like to convey to the group, the audience, some of the capital 

improvement projects and the cost, so you can get a realistic idea here. For lake bank restoration, 

we've allotted $30,000 through FY 2023 through 2026. 

Mr. Brown: That's based on a five-year-old plan. 

Mr. Mills: A five-year-old plan. Sidewalk and gutter repair were $10,000 for 2023. For 

2024, it goes to $14,500 through 2026. Drainage maintenance is $8,000 for this year and $10,000 

for next year through 2026. Curb tree trimming replacements is $4,000 for this coming year and 

then it goes to $6,500 up through 2026. For tennis court lights, there is nothing until the year 
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2025 and that's $2,000. Pool refurbishing is zero. Recreational area improvements are $5,000 for 

this year and that was for, if I remember right, the playground equipment. 

Mr. Showe: No. The playground equipment's in the current year.  

Mr. Mills: Okay. 

Mr. Showe: I don't know that we allocated anything specific there. It was just for general 

improvements or things that we might want to do. 

Mr. Mills: Okay. 

Mr. Bosseler: We've got to face that the pool is 20 years old. 

Mr. Mills: Yup. The deck needs to be done. Maybe what we should do in a footnote, 

when we're talking to the residents, is note that the deck of the pool has to be done. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. There are certain projects that aren't in here that factor into what could 

be increased costs as well. 

Mr. Mills: The pool furniture needs to be replaced at some point in time, but nothing was 

reserved until 2026. Gate operators is zero. So, there is a total of $57,000 for capital 

improvements for this year. 

Mr. Brown: Keep in mind that those gate operators are 20 years old and when they go, 

they're about $40,000 to replace. 

Resident (Not Identified): I would say that you're probably trying to convince the wrong 

people. 

Mr. Brown: We're preaching to the choir. 

Resident (Not Identified): I think probably you're going to have to make the hard decision 

to pay the price. 

Mr. Brown: That’s a good point.  

Ms. Hill: We're depending on everybody to get the word out and make our case for us. 

Resident (Not Identified): I'm not going to tell anybody. 

Mr. Showe: Well, if it's like most years, they will get the letter that we send out and they 

will call me and I'll go over it with them and invite them to the meeting where we'll have the 

presentation. We typically put the presentation on the website in advance so people can look at it. 

Mr. Brown: Do you think Peter can get us to the quote for the sealing in the spring by our 

next meeting? 

Mr. Showe: I hope so. 
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Mr. Brown: Because that's up in the air, especially if we're talking about sealing every 

road in Baytree. Personally, if it came out to less than $46,100, then I would say I don't have a 

problem dropping the increasing assessment from $200 to $100 because that's something that we 

can budget for over the course of the next three to five years. 

Mr. Bosseler: Yeah. Hopefully, the sealant will extend the life. 

Mr. Showe: But even if he can't get it by next meeting, we have until August to get a 

number. I'm hoping he can get it by then. 

Mr. Bosseler: How much do we have in the bank for roads right now? I can’t seem to 

find it. 

Mr. Mills: It's $400,000. Isn't it? 

Mr. Showe: It's on Page 13 of the budget. So right now, at the end of this year, we project 

to have $457,000. 

Mr. Bosseler: Okay. Good. 

Ms. Hill: Yeah, but you're only putting in $75,000. 

Mr. Showe: Well, it's $100,000 total between the Isles of Baytree and ours, which is the 

cost-share split that we agreed to. 

Mr. Brown: Which is what we've done for the last umptieth years. Based upon what the 

engineer was saying, we should increase it next year. 

Mr. Showe: Well, it also is helpful to know that started at $60,000 and we bumped it up 

to $100,000 and now we're putting it to $130,000. So, over 10 years’ worth of those increases, 

you've really only increased the assessment twice. 

Mr. Brown: The other key ingredient here would be what you can find out from the 

vendor who does the actual lake bank restoration, what his costs are now to redo one foot of lake 

bank. We're going to have that on an ongoing basis. Peter is going to do the next five-year plan. 

Resident (Not Identified): As a new resident, there are a lot of things that I didn't know. I 

see you trimming the Palm trees, using all of that equipment to get up in the Palm trees and 

painting all of the signs and the posts black. Also, for the last three days, maybe four days, a 

gentleman is cleaning the sidewalks, spraying them down, the ones that are our responsibility as 

a community, not the ones in front of your house. It's like all these little things people see that's 

where their money is going. So, I don't have a problem with the $200 increase as a new resident 

because I see the amenities and how we are keeping up with them. 
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Mr. Mills: The sidewalks are another issue that we're going to have to tackle in the future, 

because as we wash them, they're disintegrating. So, at some point in time, we're going to have to 

put money in the budget for the replacement of sidewalks. 

Mr. Showe: I think so.  

Resident (Not Identified): You can't just keep shaving them down. 

Mr. Mills: No, you cannot. 

Mr. Eksten: When we send this information out, you might want to say that we're aware 

of the fact that this is necessary to do. I would maybe acknowledge that so that people are not 

oblivious. 

Mr. Mills: I will go over the letter with Jason. 

Ms. Hill: Yes. 

Mr. Showe: This Board in the past has typically done a legal notice and I think you've 

typically done almost a supplement to that. It doubles the mailing cost, but it does explain to the 

residents in a little less legal jargon because those letters are confusing as there is some statutory 

language that's required to be in those letters. I think in the past we've supplemented those letters 

with just a note from the Chairman on where we're at, why we're doing it and just explaining it. 

We could certainly do that again. 

Resident (Not Identified): If you believe in the budget and you have good, substantiated 

numbers for why it needs to be done, I wouldn't spend my time trying to justify it. Take $100 or 

$50 out of here. I have 34 years’ experience with budgets. If you want to cut something, you’ve 

got to cut it so that you can take the $200 off. We’ve had two years of increases. Now, if you 

believe in this, and it isn't going to work, then you stand and you say it isn't going to work. 

Nobody comes to these meetings. Nobody knows what the hell goes on here. 

Mr. Brown: They do in August. 

Mr. Mills: They will in August. 

Ms. Hill: They show up in August. 

Resident (Not Identified): All of a sudden surprise, surprise, but if you look at the 

community, look at how it works… 

Mr. Mills: Why don't we do this.. 

Male_31: If major capital is necessary, stand with it. You don't try and give them a $100 

assessment here or $200 assessment there. That's it. This is the budget. If you have 
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recommendations that are meanable, let's talk about it, but don’t say, “Oh, we need to cut this 

and put $500 into that.” Stand with it. Be polite about it and say, “This what we need to do.” By 

the way, there’s nothing in here for hurricanes. A hurricane is going to cause a lot of damage. 

Mr. Mills: That’s exactly right. For the audience's purpose, Jason, we'll go ahead with the 

resolution and adopt it as it is, with potential changes that we can make in the future. 

Mr. Showe: Sure. We can just keep it as a standing agenda item between now and August 

and the Board can discuss and make any changes you'd like between now and the public hearing.  

Mr. Mills: Have all of you read the resolution? 

Ms. Hill: Yes. 

Mr. Mills: Then we need a motion to approve it. 

 

On MOTION by Mr. Brown seconded by Ms. Hill with all in favor 
Resolution 2022-04 Approving the Proposed Budget for Fiscal 
Year 2023 and Setting a Public Hearing for August 3, 2022 at 
12:00 p.m. at this location was adopted. 

 

B. Consideration of Encroachment Agreement for 8175 Belford Way - Added 

Mr. Showe: We sent this out via email, so that the Board could discuss it. We've been 

made aware of an encroachment issue on Belford Way. If you go to the original plan of the 

house, it clearly is not encroaching on a drainage easement, but when they surveyed the house 

now, it is encroaching. They had a survey done and then we made them do it again to make sure 

that it appears to encroach. At that particular property, there’s supposed to be 10 feet between the 

two homes, five feet on each side as a drainage easement. In this particular house, it encroaches 

about three feet into the drainage easement. Now, there's still 10 feet between the houses. 

Mr. Mills: Is that the new resident that just moved in there? 

Mr. Showe: I don't know. The gentleman that I've been talking to, I think his mother 

passed away and he inherited the property. He was about to sell it and then this whole issue came 

up. We still want the engineer to come out and take a look at it and make sure that he doesn't see 

anything on-site that would give us concern. Mike, do you want to touch on that? 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Frankly, I really don't know how they were able to finance it in the first 

place, because the house is clearly built in the easement. 

Mr. Showe: Correct. 
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Mr. Pawelczyk: This is the exhibit, my agreement draft, but the exhibits show the 

encroachment. It is very minor. The engineer does not believe that there's an issue with this 

drainage easement. Apparently, there's a pipe within that easement that runs underground from 

the roads to the lake. Our engineer's only concern was, “What if we have to get in there and get 

that pipe?” Okay. Well, this agreement says, “If we do any damage to your property in doing 

that, that's your problem.” So, even if there wasn‘t an encroachment here and we had to fix this 

pipe, we're notifying both owners. Jason is going to notify both owners, “We're going to do this. 

Here's what we're going to do.” In this case, we would have to give them a special notice to 

remind them. If you approve this encroachment, we'll record that in the public records and it will 

be valid forever. It will be almost like an easement. You hear me all the time saying, “Don't 

allow people to build stuff on your property…” Well, I know that this is not a new house. It's 

been there for a very long time, but whomever built it made the mistake. The Encroachment 

Agreement does not allow them to expand the encroachment any more than what it already is. In 

other words, they can't take their screened patio and make it go back to the lake and encroach 

further into the easement. So, the good thing about it. is that most of the encroachment, I guess 

the larger part of the encroachment, is the screened patio, which doesn't have a lot of weight. 

That was the other engineer's concern, if there was a lot of weight on that property on the pipe, 

but you’re not really doing any further investigation on exactly where the pipe is. 

Mr. Mills: Will they been able to get a loan now with that encroachment? 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes. 

Mr. Mills: Okay. 

Ms. Hill: So now they can sell the house, if they want? 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes, they can sell it.  

Mr. Showe: It is my understanding they had it in a pending status, pending however this 

worked out, dealing with the encroachment issue. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: We told them that it had to go to the Board and there was nothing we 

could do about it. Jason and I did our due diligence, obviously with Peter's help, and we don't 

have any objection to the Board approving this. The other side of it is, what else could you do? 

Ms. Hill: I was going to say. 
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Mr. Pawelczyk: Are you going to make them move the house? Probably not. That would 

be a ridiculous political decision probably for all five of you. So, that's why we prepared it. We 

think that we have enough protection in here for the District in the event there is as issue with it. 

Mr. Brown: Very good. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: So, unless there are any further questions, a motion to authorize entering 

into the Encroachment Agreement with Ms. Cheryl Marlette for the property at 8175 Belford 

Way would be in order. 

 

On MOTION by Mr. Brown seconded by Ms. Hill with all in favor 
the Encroachment Agreement with Ms. Cheryl Marlette for 8175 
Belford Way was approved. 

 

C. General Election Qualifying Period and Procedure 

Mr. Mills: Jason, do you want to go over the Special Districts qualifying procedure? 

Mr. Showe: Sure. I'll go over this quickly. This is more of just an announcement. We 

typically like to announce these at all of our Districts. You've got three seats that are coming up 

for election this year; Seat #5, which is Ms. Witcher’s, Seat #3, which is Mr. Brown’s and Seat 

#4, which is Ms. Hill’s. In order to qualify for those positions through the General Election 

process, anyone interested would need to go to the Supervisor of Elections. All of the forms that 

you need to fill out are in the agenda package; Form 1 and the Oath of Office. The qualifying 

period is Noon on June 13th through Noon on June 17th, but you can qualify now, should you 

choose. That's the official qualifying period. Then it's either a fee of $25 or you can get 25 valid 

petitions. All of that is coordinated through the Supervisor of Elections and all the information is 

there in your agenda. So, you will just need to contact the Supervisor of Elections if you're 

interested in qualifying for those seats. 

Resident (Not Identified): Is that information also on the website for people who aren't 

here? 

Mr. Showe: It's in the agenda. As a District, we don't put it out because we don't 

coordinate the process. It's not our process to coordinate, but it's in the agenda. We do refer 

people to the Supervisor of Elections. 

Ms. Witcher: I'm not going to be running again. So, if you can, let the Air Force 

gentleman, Jeremy knows. 
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Mr. Mills: Yes, Carolyn. I'm supposed to have a meeting with him next week. 

Ms. Witcher: Would you let him know, please? 

Mr. Mills: I will definitely do that. Thank you. 

Ms. Witcher: Okay. Thanks. 

Mr. Showe: That's just an announcement.  

 

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS CDD Action Items/Staff Reports 
A. CDD Action Items 
Mr. Showe: Regarding the recreation area, we are eagerly waiting for the playground 

equipment. 

Mr. Bosseler: The playground equipment was moved to mid-June, between mid-June and 

the end of June. 

Mr. Showe: Funny you say that, that's about the same time we expect to get the buttons in 

for the water fountain. Those keep getting pushed back to June. 

Mr. Bosseler: I hope you get it done by the summer, so in the fall the kids can use it. 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. As far as the beautification, I think they've cleaned up all of the 

conservation areas. Right? 

Mr. Mills: There's a few that I am not happy with. I’m going to meet with Andy. 

Mr. Showe: At the last meeting, I finally got some information from Florida, Power & 

Light (FPL) on the streetlights. They basically said that they are not painting them. If you want 

to paint them, we can paint them. According to the invoice, we pay for 135 lights. I reached out 

to two different vendors. One is Anchor who's actually done some work in here before. They 

provided a quote of about $20,000 or $15,000 depending on if you do one coat or two coats and 

there are different warranty options. Then there's also a handyman who provided a quote of about 

$200 a pole, which comes to about $43,000. Again, it's really up to you guys if you want to take 

any action right now. You have this information for the future should you choose, but FPL is not 

going to do anything to beautify the poles. 

Mr. Brown: Do we have this in our budget? 

Mr. Showe: Not right now.  

Mr. Mills: I think maybe we should just let it go. If FPL is not interested in preserving 

their poles, why should we? 

Mr. Showe: There is the case to be made for that. It's their property. 
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Mr. Mills: It is their property and if they don't want to paint them, tough. 

Resident (Not Identified): There's also a liability issue, because there is electricity in 

those poles. If we do paint them is there liability? 

Mr. Pawelczyk: We don't paint them. We hire a licensed contractor to paint them. So, we 

don't have any liability. 

Resident (Not Identified): Is there any liability for the electricity? 

Mr. Pawelczyk: Only if the District is negligent. It's not the District painting the pole. It's 

really all about limiting the risk. You own property and there is a risk to owning property, 

whether you live in a CDD or in an HOA. Your job is to limit the risk. The good thing about 

having a CDD, is we have sovereign immunity so our liability is limited. We also limit our 

liability through our contracts. If you enter into a contract with a contractor, they have insurance. 

They're responsible for their employees. The other thing is, under the law, you don't have to tell a 

paying contractor who is painting FPL poles, that they may be electrified. Because the law does 

have a factor. That's like a, “You should have known,” because our agreement is going to say, 

“You will paint 200 electric FPL poles.” It's going to be in there anyway, so I'm not too worried 

about that. My concern is to make sure that you have permission from FPL to paint the poles 

because you don't want them coming back and saying, “Why are you painting our poles?” That's 

the only concern. 

Ms. Witcher: Don’t they have to use a special paint? That’s why we weren't allowed to 

touch them to begin with. 

Mr. Showe: They did not seem concerned about the type of paint we would be using 

when I asked the question. Only that they would not be painting them. 

Ms. Witcher: Okay. Is there a reason that they were using a special paint? Was it 

something to do with the electrical pole? 

Mr. Showe: I think we painted our own poles. Those were not FPL poles. Those were 

CDD-owned poles. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't know if FPL requires a special paint. I've had Districts who 

wanted to paint the traffic signals within the District and FDOT required certain paint type 

approvals to paint those poles.  

Mr. Showe: We will reach out to them. 
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Mr. Pawelczyk: We would just need permission to do it. FPL issues a License Agreement 

to do anything on their property. 

Mr. Mills: I would say that the only reason for painting these poles was for aesthetic 

reasons, and I think that the $20,000 could be used elsewhere. 

Ms. Hill: Yeah. Especially considering that we're worrying about other more important 

things. 

Mr. Showe: Ultimately for the Board, you have a price, so if you change your mind in the 

future, you at least have a scope for that project. 

Mr. Mills: So, is the Board amenable then that we're not going to do it? 

There was Board consensus. 

Mr. Showe: We'll just proceed on. 

Mr. Mills: Perfect. 

 

B. Additional Staff Reports 
i. Attorney 

Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't have anything further than what we haven't already discussed. I 

will work on the License Agreement over the next week or two. I'll send it directly to Mel, Jason 

and Bob and we can get that process moving pretty quick. Bob, if you have the location or you 

guys have a location, send it to us. 

Mr. Eksten: Yeah. 

Mr. Pawelczyk: And incorporate that in there. Otherwise, the Form 1s are coming. You 

should get them in the mail this month. If you are qualifying for the General Election, take one 

with you, already filled out, because they will make you fill out another one. It just makes it 

easier for you. Otherwise, I don't have anything further. 

 

ii. District Manager 
1. Field Manager’s Report 

Mr. Hatton: Mel’s fountain is repaired, as of this morning. It's working beautifully. You 

got the lights. Mike and I talked about loose extensions on it that were broken off probably by 

the landscape crew. We received the material this morning. I'll pick those up and get them ready 

to put on the fountain. I will make sure that we have some extras. We are still doing the ongoing 
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sidewalk repair review. Mike is taking care of all the annuals. Some of those dead ones were 

irrigation issues. 

Mr. Mills: They aren't going to replant those? 

Mr. Showe: Yeah. That’s part of the contract. We'll hold them to that. 

Mr. Mills: Is there any date on when they will be put in? 

Mr. Hatton: They've already pulled a bunch, and I've noticed that they replaced some at 

the back gate. There were a bunch of dead ones. They pulled those out and rearranged the ones 

that were alive. They want to make sure the water is working before replacing them. 

Mr. Mills: Another thing that I wanted to get with you on, is they are letting weeds grow 

into the flowers. It looks terrible. 

Ms. Hill: It appears that Southpoint is not watering their plants at all. 

Mr. Hatton: That was a solenoid issue. Mike is aware of it. Blue H20 was out on 

Monday. Michael is going to talk to them. There are softer blades for the guardhouse out back. 

Those are on order. They are due to arrive next week. They only bought one for the back one. I 

know some of the front ones have already been replaced. I will finish up the last few. There is a 

new sign out at the courts as well as the fishing signs. 

Mr. Mills: They are here? 

Mr. Hatton: They are here. We just have to figure out where you guys want to put the rest 

of them.  

Ms. Hill: It is going to make everybody so happy. 

Mr. Mills: Let me know when you're here next week other than Monday. If not, the 

following Monday. 

Mr. Hatton: I can be here on Tuesday because I need to work on the sidewalks. Mondays 

are tough to get everything done, so I have to make a day. 

Mr. Mills: Tuesday morning won't suit me, but Tuesday afternoon should. 

Mr. Hatton: I will more than likely be here.  

Mr. Mills: Okay. 

Mr. Hatton: There's a lot more to do. 

Mr. Bosseler: I'd like to meet you on Tuesday as well over at the pool. We've got some 

stains going on. 
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Mr. Hatton: Yeah. I have to talk with our maintenance team about the power box. 

Whenever they can fit it into the schedule, I'll do that. We have the hardware for the sign. The 

rope is stuck up the flagpole. We have to find a vendor that can get up there. The rope was stuck. 

It fell off of the wheel and wrapped around the axle.  

Mr. Showe: We're trying to get a vendor with a lift that can go up there and unhook it. 

Mr. Mills: How about our electric company? 

Mr. Showe: We're going to check with a couple of different folks. That’s on the list. 

Mr. Hatton: There's a reason it came off, so if there's any repair or troubleshooting needs 

to be done… 

Mr. Mills: Maybe the rope wasn't thick enough. 

Mr. Hatton: It could be. The last thing I have is the guards brought up the fact that there 

were issues locking the sliding doors up there. The ones on the exit lane, I got locked today. The 

one at the entrance lane is locking but we need a new door. 

Mr. Mills: We got proposals to get those doors replaced. Do you remember what they 

were? I want to say it was about $5,000 for the two of them. 

Ms. Hill: That seems pretty reasonable. 

Mr. Mills: That was last year. The reason they were so expensive, was because they 

wanted thermal paint and high-impact glass. So, maybe that's what's running the cost up. 

Mr. Showe: It was $7,100 for a Guardian impact multi-slider door. 

Mr. Mills: Yup. 

Mr. Brown: You can just put in regular slider doors and put film on the inside, like we've 

done all the other windows. 

Mr. Hatton: You can, but you have to be careful though. It can void a warranty if you 

film a door. It has to be the right film. 

Mr. Mills: Maybe we can just do high-impact glass and no thermal paint. 

Mr. Mills: I'll get Andy the contact for that.  

Mr. Hatton: Do you want them both done? 

Mr. Showe: Yeah, I think so. 

Mr. Mills: They've been on there ever since the guardhouse was put in. 

Mr. Hatton: They get a lot of traffic. 

Mr. Brown: Probably the tracks need to get done too. 
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Ms. Hill: I'm just asking because one of my neighbors contacted me, Jason. What about 

the lights?  

Mr. Showe: That's been fixed. 

Mr. Hatton: There was a photo eye issue. Actually, the reason it didn't come up the other 

day was, I turned the power off, figured out it was a photo eye issue and left the breaker off. That 

was on me. 

Ms. Hill: So, it was the photo eye. 

Mr. Hatton: Correct. 

Ms. Hill: Thank you. 

Mr. Mills: Alright. Very good. Is there anything else for the Field Manager? Hearing 

none, 

 

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Treasurer’s Report  
A. Consideration of Check Register 
Mr. Mills: Treasurer’s Report, Jason? 

Mr. Showe: Sure. We have the approval of the Check Register. In your General Fund, 

we've got Checks 340 through 362 for $96,551.55. In the Community Beautification Fund, we 

have Check 55 for $2,600 and March payroll for $923.50 for a total of $100,075.05. Both Andy 

and I can answer any questions you have on those invoices. If not, we need a motion to approve. 

 

On MOTION by Ms. Hill seconded by Mr. Brown with all in favor 
the Check Register for March 1, 2022 to March 31, 2022 in the 
amount of $100,075.05 was approved. 

 

B. Balance Sheet and Income Statement 

Mr. Showe: As far as the Balance Sheet and Income Statement, no action is required by 

the Board. We are doing pretty good as far as the budget to actuals, as far as the projected rates. 

We are good there and are 96% collected on our assessments through March. So, we're in great 

shape there. 

Mr. Mills: Jason, do you see much of a carryover to next year's budget? 

Mr. Showe: We have not anticipated any in the budget, so whatever comes in will be 

extra. But again, without knowing what repairs and the upcoming hurricane season and 
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everything else, it's hard to make any projections right now. That's part of the challenge when 

you do a budget. We're in May now. We actually made this budget in April and we're trying to 

project until next September. There's not really a whole lot of science to it. 

Mr. Mills: It will be nice to know so we have a good picture. 

Mr. Showe: As we get closer to August, that picture will become a little clearer. So, if 

there's carry forward that we can allocate, that will be available to reduce the assessment 

Mr. Mills: Good. 

 

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Supervisor’s Requests 

Mr. Mills: Jan, do you have anything that you want to bring up? 

Mr. Hill: No. 

Mr. Mills: Richard? 

Mr. Brown: No, sir. 

Mr. Bosseler: Jason, I have one thing. I can't put my finger in it, but have we trimmed all 

of the bushes and limbs from the Space Post Credit Union along Kingswood Way that was 

hanging over? 

Mr. Showe: Yes. 

Mr. Bosseler: Can we send that bill to the Space Post Credit Union? 

Mr. Showe: No, because the trimming was on our property. Anything that comes over 

your property is yours. 

Mr. Brown: Even though it's from somebody else's property. 

Mr. Showe: 100%. That applies to your house as well. 

Mr. Bosseler: I just want them to know that we had to take care of their garbage.  

Mr. Mills: I have a question for Andy. Where are we with the mailbox pad on Bradwick 

Way? 

Mr. Showe: It's been approved and we are waiting on the vendor. 

Mr. Mills: It's been two months now. 

Mr. Showe: They're doing million-dollar projects throughout the county, so our $1,400 

mailbox pad is not a high priority on their list. What will happen one day, based on this vendor, 

is it will just show up and be there. They try to fit it in as best they can with everything else. 
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Mr. Mills: I personally want to thank the VMs and the BCA for solving the dog poop 

problem. Threatening the camera, I think worked. 

Resident (Not Identified): Yesterday when I was walking by the back gate, someone had 

put their poop on the middle of the bench. I was like, “Can you believe that?” 

Mr. Mills: There’s a good article for you Rick, in the next newsletter. 

 

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Public Comment Period 

Resident (Jackie): Are we on public comments? 

Mr. Mills: We are on public comments. 

Resident (Jackie): I'm not sure if this is the Board or where I take this. I've been getting 

some emails from some dissatisfied neighbors from Old Tramway about the permanent lights 

that are on one the houses and the sign that's advertising for the permanent lights. 

Mr. Brown: 8192 Old Tramway. It's a BCA issue, unfortunately. 

Ms. Hill: They did it on the corner of Southpoint and Balmoral. 

Mr. Brown: There's nothing in the Bylaws or Covenants that addresses outdoor lighting 

other than landscape outdoor lighting. This is going to come up at the ARC Committee meeting 

on Monday. 

Resident (Jackie): Okay. 

Mr. Brown: Whether we can do anything with that homeowner, probably not. Actually, 

there is more than one house in Baytree that put in the soffit lights that come in every color under 

the rainbow. 

Resident (Jackie): Do they have to take Christmas lights down by a certain date. 

Mr. Brown: Yeah, but are these holiday lights? How do you determine that? 

Ms. Hill: They advertise permanent holiday lights. 

Resident (Jackie): “Permanent holiday lights,” is what the signs says. 

Mr. Brown: There is a provision relative to holiday lights. 

Resident (Jackie): First of all, I didn't know you can put a sign in your front yard 

advertising. 

Mr. Brown: You can't. I'll take a picture of that sign and send it to Paula. For your 

information, when you're walking, Jackie, if you see something like that, like a sign, take a 

picture of it and email it to Paula with the address. She sends them a letter.  
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Resident (Jackie): Okay. 

Mr. Brown: No signs are allowed, other than for-sale signs. 

Ms. Hill: But those permanent lights are showing up. 

Mr. Brown: More and more, and that's why I think we need to address it at the ARC 

Committee and then make a recommendation to the Board. 

Resident (Jackie): I didn't know which Board to bring it to. 

Mr. Brown: Yeah, that's all part of the BCA. 

Mr. Showe: For easy reference, anything that's on a private property lot, would be the 

BCA. The CDD is responsible for all common area. That's how we always break it down for 

people. 

Resident (Jackie): That makes more sense to me. Thank you. 

Mr. Showe: Absolutely. 

Mr. Mills: Are there any other comments from the audience? 

Mr. Bosseler: I have one more thing. It’s the end of the school year and we had an issue 

on Saturday night at midnight down at the pool. Three teenagers threw all of the furniture in the 

pool including the tables and umbrellas. Fortunately, security they saw them on the camera and 

called the police. The police came out and made them put everything back. 

Mr. Showe: And they cleaned it. 

Mr. Bosseler: Yes. They got it all clean. Then the security guy saw a mother talking to 

the police. So, they apparently they called somebody's mother. 

Mr. Showe: Awesome. 

Mr. Bosseler: If you got nothing to do this Friday night or Saturday night, swing down 

around the pool. Thank you. 

Resident (Jackie): This is probably the BCA, but since we have Rick here, and it's 

happening right now, the kids are putting out their graduation signs soon. Do we care? I don’t 

think we should care. I just wanted to be sure. 

Mr. Brown: As long as they're down by Christmas. 

Mr. Mills: I think we all need to be cognizant of the fact that school is getting out. 

Mr. Showe: Yes. 

Mr. Mills: The pavilion and the pool are going to be an active site for all teens. 

Ms. Hill: Oh, yeah. 
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Mr. Mills: A year ago, I was with our previous yard guy and went back by the pool. 

There was a lovely lady with no clothes on standing right there by the pool. That's what is 

happening. There was one girl and two boys. 

Mr. Eksten: Just so you know, last Sunday, my wife and I were in our car going to church 

and Sunday morning when I was driving on Old Tramway Drive, I saw a young lady probably 

18, 19 or 20 in a thong. 

Resident (Jackie): Was she in a bathing suit? 

Mr. Eksten: I couldn't tell. 

 

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Adjournment 

 
On MOTION by Mr. Brown seconded by Mr. Bosseler with all in 
favor the meeting was adjourned. 

 
 
 
 
________________________________  ________________________________ 
Secretary / Assistant Secretary    Chairman / Vice Chairman 
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Proposed	Budget	FY	2023
General	Fund

Adopted Actual Projected Total Proposed
Budget thru Next Projected Budget

Description FY2022 03/31/22 6	Months 09/30/22 FY	2023

Revenues 	
	
Maintenance	Assessments $905,346 $873,140 $32,206 $905,346 $996,868
Miscellaneous	Income	(IOB	Cost	Share	Agreement) $43,269 $11,868 $32,451 $44,319 $48,639
Miscellaneous	Income	 $9,250 $3,139 $4,625 $7,764 $9,250

Total	Revenues $957,865 $888,146 $69,282 $957,429 $1,054,757

Expenditures

Administrative
Supervisor	Fees $8,000 $5,800 $5,000 $10,800 $11,000
FICA	Expense $612 $444 $383 $826 $842
Engineering $35,000 $2,635 $31,000 $33,635 $36,050
Assessment	Administration $7,500 $7,500 $0 $7,500 $7,500
Attorney	Fees $18,000 $9,068 $12,000 $21,068 $24,000
Annual	Audit $3,265 $0 $3,265 $3,265 $3,265
Management	Fees $42,166 $21,083 $21,083 $42,166 $44,274
Information	Technology $1,650 $825 $825 $1,650 $1,800
Website	Maintenance $1,150 $575 $575 $1,150 $1,200
Telephone $250 $0 $125 $125 $250
Postage $1,500 $1,382 $650 $2,032 $2,000
Insurance $19,058 $25,917 $0 $25,917 $31,100
Tax	Collector	Fee $18,107 $17,493 $644 $18,137 $19,937
Printing	&	Binding $1,500 $507 $750 $1,257 $1,500
Legal	Advertising $1,500 $171 $4,200 $4,371 $5,000
Other	Current	Charges $3,000 $389 $1,500 $1,889 $3,000
Office	Supplies $250 $71 $125 $196 $250
Property	Taxes $250 $326 $0 $326 $350
Property	Appraiser $234 $234 $0 $234 $250
Dues,	Licenses	&	Subscriptions $175 $175 $0 $175 $175

Administrative	Expenditures $163,167 $94,594 $82,125 $176,719 $193,743
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Proposed	Budget	FY	2023
General	Fund

Adopted Actual Projected Total Proposed
Budget thru Next Projected Budget

Description FY2022 03/31/22 6	Months 09/30/22 FY	2023

Operation	and	Maintenance
Security	Contract $185,056 $89,225 $105,113 $194,338 $214,805
Gate	Maintenance	Contract $1,200 $650 $0 $650 $1,200
Maintenance	-	Gatehouse $9,500 $6,216 $3,284 $9,500 $9,500
Telephone/Internet	-	Gatehouse/Pool $14,500 $2,745 $2,799 $5,544 $6,300
Transponders $5,000 $874 $4,126 $5,000 $5,000
Field	Management	Fees $29,545 $14,772 $14,773 $29,545 $31,022
Electric $51,500 $25,360 $26,400 $51,760 $54,075
Water	&	Sewer $12,650 $7,343 $5,800 $13,143 $13,915
Gas $6,500 $5,347 $1,525 $6,872 $7,150
Trash	Removal $577 $297 $297 $595 $613
Maintenance	-	Lakes $36,696 $18,120 $18,120 $36,240 $38,531
Maintenance	-	Landscape	Contract $97,650 $47,555 $47,766 $95,321 $98,398
Maintenance	-	Additional	Landscape	 $15,000 $7,225 $7,500 $14,725 $15,000
Maintenance	-	Pool $18,700 $9,064 $9,802 $18,866 $19,944
Maintenance	-	Irrigation $8,775 $1,441 $4,388 $5,829 $9,214
Maintenance	-	Lighting $8,000 $3,566 $1,500 $5,066 $5,000
Maintenance	-	Monuments $4,000 $845 $6,500 $7,345 $4,000
Maintenance	-	Fountain $700 $175 $525 $700 $700
Maintenance	-	Other	Field		(R&M	General) $4,000 $2,221 $3,000 $5,221 $5,000
Maintenance	-	Recreation $1,500 $43 $750 $793 $1,500
Holiday	Landscape	Lighting $14,000 $10,258 $0 $10,258 $16,092
Operating	Supplies $750 $0 $560 $560 $750
Sidewalk/Curb	Cleaning $15,000 $0 $10,000 $10,000 $15,000
Miscellaneous		 $1,000 $0 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000

O&M	Expenditures $541,799 $253,344 $275,526 $528,869 $573,708

Total	Expenditures $704,966 $347,938 $357,650 $705,588 $767,451

Other	Financing	Uses

Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects-	Paving	-	Baytree	 $75,370 $21,608 $53,762 $75,370 $97,981
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Paving	-	IOB	Funds $24,630 $0 $24,630 $24,630 $32,019
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Reserves $78,392 $78,392 $0 $78,392 $65,000
Transfer	Out	-	Community	Beautification	Fund $37,265 $37,265 $0 $37,265 $45,265
Transfer	Out	-	Rebalance	First	Quarter	Operating	 $37,242 $0 $0 $0 $47,041

Total	Other	Financing	Uses $252,899 $137,265 $78,392 $215,657 $287,306

Total	Expenditures	&	Other	Financing $957,865 $485,203 $436,042 $921,245 $1,054,757

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance $0 $402,944 ($366,760) $36,183 $0
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Baytree	
Community	Development	District	

FISCAL	YEAR	2023	

REVENUES:	

Maintenance	Assessments	
The	District	will	levy	a	non-ad	valorem	assessment	on	all	taxable	property	within	the	Baytree	
Community	Development	District	in	order	to	pay	for	operating	&	maintenance	expenditures	
for	the	fiscal	year.	

Miscellaneous	Income	(IOB	Cost	Share	Agreement)	
Represents	estimated	earnings	from	Isles	of	Baytree.	

Miscellaneous	Income		
Represents	estimated	earnings	from	the	sale	of	security	gate	transponders,	pool	access	cards	
and	tennis	court	instructor	fees.	

EXPENDITURES	

Administrative:	

Supervisor	Fees	
Chapter	190	of	the	Florida	Statutes	allows	for	a	member	of	the	Board	of	Supervisors	to	be	
compensated	$200	per	meeting.	This	amount	for	the	fiscal	year	is	based	upon	5	Supervisors	
attending	11	monthly	meetings.		

FICA	Expense	
Represents	the	Employer's	share	of	Social	Security	and	Medicare	taxes	withheld	from	Board	
of	Supervisors	checks.	

Engineering	
The	District	currently	has	a	contract	with	Dewberry	Engineers	to	provide	engineering	service	
to	the	District.		The	contract	includes	preparation	for	board	meetings,	contract	specifications,	
bidding,	etc.		

Assessment	Administration	
Expenditures	with	Governmental	Management	Services	related	to	administering	the	annual	
assessments	on	the	tax	roll	with	the	Brevard	County	Tax	Collector.	

Attorney	Fees	
The	District	currently	has	a	contract	with	Billing,	Cochran,	Lyles,	Mauro	&	Ramsey,	P.A.	 to	
provide	legal	counsel	services.	This	contract	includes	preparation	for	board	meetings,	review	
of	 contracts,	 review	of	 agreements	 and	 resolutions	 and	other	 research	 as	 directed	by	 the	
Board	of	Supervisors	and	the	District	Manager.	
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Baytree	
Community	Development	District	

FISCAL	YEAR	2023	
Annual	Audit	
The	District	is	required	by	Florida	Statutes	to	arrange	for	an	Independent	audit	of	its	financial	
records	on	an	annual	basis.		The	budget	is	based	on	the	current	rate	for	the	annual	audit	with	
our	auditors	at	Berger,	Toombs,	Elam,	Gaines	&	Frank.		

Management	Fees	
The	 District	 has	 contracted	 with	 Governmental	 Management	 Services	 to	 provide	
Management,	 Accounting	 and	 Recording	 Secretary	 Services	 for	 the	 District.	 	 The	 services	
include,	 but	 not	 limited	 to,	 recording	 and	 transcription	 of	 board	meetings,	 administrative	
services,	budget	preparation,	all	financial	reporting,	annual	audits,	etc.			

Information	Technology	
Represents	 costs	 with	 Governmental	 Management	 Services	 related	 to	 the	 District’s	
information	systems,	which	include	but	are	not	limited	to	video	conferencing	services,	cloud	
storage	services	and	servers,	security,	accounting	software,	etc.	

Website	Maintenance	
Represents	the	costs	with	Governmental	Management	Services	associated	with	monitoring	
and	 maintaining	 the	 District’s	 website	 created	 in	 accordance	 with	 Chapter	 189,	 Florida	
Statutes.	 These	 services	 include	 site	 performance	 assessments,	 security	 and	 firewall	
maintenance,	updates,	document	uploads,	hosting	and	domain	renewals,	website	backups,	
etc.	

Telephone	 	
Telephone	and	fax	machine.	

Postage	
The	District	incurs	charges	for	mailing	Board	meeting	agenda	packages,	overnight	deliveries,	
checks	for	vendors	and	other	required	correspondence.		

Insurance	
The	 District’s	 general	 liability,	 public	 official’s	 liability	 and	 property	 insurance	
coverage	 is	 provided	 by	 the	 Florida	 Insurance	 Alliance	 (FIA).	 FIA	 specializes	 in	
providing	insurance	coverage	to	government	agencies.	

Tax	Collector	Fee	
Represents	charges	from	Brevard	County	Tax	Collector’s	office	for	administration	of	the	tax	
collection	process.	

Printing	&	Binding	
The	 District	 incurs	 charges	 for	 printing	 and	 binding	 agenda	 packages	 and	 printing	
computerized	checks,	correspondence,	stationery,	envelopes,	photocopies	and	other	printed	
material.	
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Baytree	
Community	Development	District	

FISCAL	YEAR	2023	

 
 

 

Legal	Advertising	 	 	 	
The	District	does	most	of	 its	 legal	advertising	in	the	Florida	Today.	 	Publication	amount	 is	
based	on	prior	years	cost	for	advertising	regular	meetings,	special	meetings,	public	hearings,	
etc.	
	
Other	Current	Charges	 	 	 	
Any	other	miscellaneous	expenditures	 incurred	during	 the	year	 that	does	not	 fall	under	a	
budgeted	line	item.	
	
Office	Supplies	 	 	 	
The	District	 incurs	 charges	 for	 supplies	 that	 need	 to	 be	 purchased	 during	 the	 fiscal	 year,	
including	copier	and	printer	toner	cartridges,	paper,	file	folders,	binders,	pens,	paper	clips,	
and	other	such	office	supplies.	
	
Property	Taxes	
Represents	 the	 estimated	 non-ad	 valorem	 assessment	 from	 Brevard	 County	 that	 will	 be	
charged	to	the	District.	
	
Property	Appraiser	
Represents	the	Brevard	County	Property	Appraiser	fee	to	cover	the	cost	of	processing	and	
distributing	of	non-ad	valorem	assessment	information.			
	
Dues,	License	&	Subscriptions	 	 	 	
The	District	is	required	to	pay	an	annual	fee	to	the	Department	of	Economic	Opportunity	for	
$175.		
	
Operation	and	Maintenance:	
	
Security	Contract	
The	District	currently	has	a	contract	with	DSI	Security	Services	to	provide	security	services.	

	
	
Gate	Maintenance	Contract	
Represents	annual	contract	amount	 from	for	maintenance	of	 the	automated	gate	entrance	
systems.	The	District	currently	has	a	contract	with	Access	Control	Technologies.		
	
	
	
	
	

DESCRIPTION	
		

ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	

REGULAR	HOURS:	CONTRACT	COST	OF	$23.61	PER	HOUR	FOR	359	DAYS	 $203,424	
HOLIDAY	HOURS:	CONTRACT	COST	OF	$35.42	PER	HOUR	FOR	6	DAYS	
CONTINGENCY	

$5,100	
$6,281	

		 		 		 $214,805	
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Baytree	
Community	Development	District	

FISCAL	YEAR	2023	

 
 

 

Maintenance	-	Gatehouse	
Represents	maintenance	contract	for	gates,	and	any	other	maintenance	cost	the	District	may	
incur	at	the	security	gate	house,	i.e.	plumbing,	gate	repairs,	pest	control,	etc.	
	
Telephone/Internet	-	Gatehouse/Pool	
The	District	has	a	telephone	at	the	front	entrance	for	the	security	staff	to	make	local	calls.	
Additionally,	the	District	has	a	phone	line	at	the	front	and	rear	entrance	for	the	automated	
gate	access	system,	and	an	IP	line	at	the	front	gate	for	the	access	system	and	the	line	for	the	
emergency	 phone	 at	 the	 pool.	 The	 amount	 is	 based	 on	 projected	 monthly	 charges	 from	
Spectrum.	
	

DESCRIPTION	 MONTHLY		
AMOUNT	

ANNUAL		
AMOUNT	

201	BAYTREE	DR	FRONT	GATE	 $200	 $2,400	
630	BAYTREE	DR	BACK	GATE	 $145	 $1,740	
8207	NATIONAL	DR	POOL	AREA	 $145	 $1,740	
CONTINGENCY	 	 $420	

		 		 $6,300	
	
Transponders	
Accounts	for	costs	associated	with	purchasing	new	transponders	to	replace	those	purchased	
by	residents.	 	
	
Field	Management	Fees	
The	District	has	contracted	with	Governmental	Management	Services-Central	Florida,	LLC	to	
provide	on-site	field	management	of	contracts	for	the	District	services	such	as	landscape	and	
lake	maintenance.		Services	to	include	weekly	onsite	inspections,	meetings	with	contractors	
and	monitoring	of	utility	accounts.	
	

DESCRIPTION	
MONTHLY	 ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	 AMOUNT	

FIELD	MANAGEMENT	FEES	(GMS)	 $2,585	 $31,022	
		 		 		 $31,022	
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FISCAL	YEAR	2023	

 
 

 

Electric	
Represents	costs	for	electric	for	projects	such	as	streetlights,	signs,	electric	for	well	pumps,	
guardhouse,	entrance	features,	fountain	and	pool	house.	Florida	Power	&	Light	provides	this	
service.	
	

DESCRIPTION	
MONTHLY		 ANNUAL		
AMOUNT	 AMOUNT	

00533-81406	 8002	BRADWICK	WAY	#	WALL	 $16		 $189		
02781-39043		 8207	NATIONAL	DR	#	POOL	HSE	 $525		 $6,300		
04080-73153	 609	BAYTREE	DR	#	WALL	 $16		 $189		
04396-25492	 8205	NATIONAL	DR	#	COURTS	 $47		 $567		
09459-03086	 8147	OLD	TRAMWAY	DR	#	ENTRANCE	 $21		 $252		
11105-10375	 7948	DAVENTRY	DR	#	WALL	 $16		 $189		
14771-79517	 345	BAYTREE	DR	#	PUMP	 $42		 $504		
15604-14425	 8005	KINGSWOOD	WAY	#	FOUNTAIN	 $315		 $3,780		
36008-52200	 602	BAYTREE	DR	#	SIGN	 $21		 $252		
46619-40025	 8253	OLD	TRAMWAY	DR	#	ENT	SIGN	 $26		 $315		
47131-19107	 1409	SOUTHPOINTE	CT#	ENT	SIGN	 $16		 $189		
67950-66148	 7951	DAVENTRY	DR	#	PUMP	STREET	 $47		 $567		
724916-0156	 7942	KINGSWOOD	WAY	#LIGHTS	 $21		 $252		
73679-10572	 201	BAYTREE	DR	#	GRD	HSE	 $116		 $1,386		
83711-46575	 8005	KINGSWOOD	WAY	#	STREET	LIGHTS	 $2,835		 $34,020		
86596-45173	 8005	KINGSWOOD	WAY	#	PUMP	 $147		 $1,764		
88573-27285	 687	DEERHURST	DR	#	PUMP	 $74		 $882		
91260-64568	 8128	OLD	TRAMWAY	DR	#	SIGN	 $16		 $189		
99142-26460	 8005	KINGSWOOD	WAY#	GATE	 $21		 $252		
		 Contingency	 	 $2,037		
		 		 		 $54,075		
	
Water	&	Sewer	
Represents	cost	 for	water	&	sewer	for	expenses	associated	with	the	front	guardhouse	and	
community	pool.	City	of	Cocoa	Utilities	provides	this	utility	service.	
	

DESCRIPTION	
MONTHLY		 ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	 AMOUNT	

121573-112400	 201	BAYTREE	DR	#GUARDHOUSE	 $63		 $756		
167895-118058	 8207	NATIONAL	DR	#POOL	 $840		 $10,080		
		 CONTINGENCY	 	 $3,079		
		 		 		 $13,915		
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FISCAL	YEAR	2023	

 
 

 

	
Gas	
Represents	cost	of	gas	required	for	heating	the	community	pool.	Florida	City	Gas	provides	
this	utility	service.	
	

DESCRIPTION	
MONTHLY		 ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	 AMOUNT	

2932702542	 8205	NATIONAL	DR	POOL	HEATER	 $525		 $6,300		
		 CONTINGENCY	 	 $850		
		 		 		 $7,150		
	
Trash	Removal	
Represents	cost	of	trash	removal	services.	Services	are	provided	by	Waste	Management.	
	

DESCRIPTION	
MONTHLY		 ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	 AMOUNT	

	 96	Gallon	Trash	Toter	 $51	 $613	
		 		 		 $613	

	
Maintenance	-	Lakes	
The	District	currently	has	a	contract	with	ECOR	to	maintain	its	66.46	acres	of	lakes.	Additional	
funds	are	allocated	for	the	installation	of	grass	carp	and	unanticipated	lake	maintenance.		
		

DESCRIPTION	 MONTHLY	
AMOUNT	

ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	

LAKE	MAINTENANCE	 $2,625	 $31,500	
NATURAL	AREAS	MANAGEMENT:	CONTRACT	COST	OF		
$790	BI-MONTHLY	
CONTINGENCY	

	 $4,740	
$2,291	

		 		 $38,531	

	
Maintenance	-	Landscape	Contract	
The	District	currently	has	a	contract	with	Tropic	Care,	 Inc.	 to	maintain	its	352,000	Square	
Feet	of	Landscaping.		

	

DESCRIPTION	 MONTHLY	
AMOUNT	

ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	

LANDSCAPE	MAINTENANCE	
CONTINGENCY	

$7,961	
		

$95,532	
$2,866	

		 		 $98,398	
	
Maintenance	-	Additional	Landscape	
Funding	for	trimming,	replacement	of	trees/plants,	and	other	routine	landscape	maintenance	
not	covered	under	the	landscape	vendor	contract.	
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Maintenance	-	Pool	
The	 District	 has	 constructed	 a	 community	 swimming	 pool,	 which	 requires	 maintenance	
service	multiple	times	per	week.	
	

DESCRIPTION	 MONTHLY	
AMOUNT	

ANNUAL	
AMOUNT	

VENDOR:	BEACH	POOLS	 	 		
				POOL	MAINTENANCE	 	 		
										SEPTEMBER	THRU	MAY	-	3	DAYS/WEEK	 $721	 $6,497	
										JUNE	THRU	AUGUST	-	5	DAYS/WEEK	 $924	 $2,772	
				CONTINGENCY	-	POOL	REPAIRS	 	 $3,500	

VENDOR:	COVERALL	OF	ORLANDO	 	 		
				JANITORIAL	SERVICES	 $431	 $5,172	
				SUPPLIES	 	 $2,003	

		 		 $19,944	
	
Maintenance	-	Irrigation	
Represents	estimated	cost	for	repairing	irrigation	line	breaks,	replacement	of	sprinklers,	etc.	
	
Maintenance	-	Lighting	
Estimated	cost	for	routine/replacement	of	fixtures.			
	
Maintenance	-	Monuments	
Estimated	cost	to	pressure	clean	and	paint	monuments.			
	
Maintenance	-	Fountain	
The	cost	of	providing	preventative	maintenance	to	the	District	fountains.	The	cost	of	service	
is	$175	per	quarter.	
	
Maintenance	-	Other	Field	
Miscellaneous	costs	related	to	additional	pond	work,	cleaning	storm	drains,	etc		
	
Maintenance	–	Recreation	
Estimated	cost	 for	routine	maintenance	 for	 the	District’s	 recreational	areas,	 such	as	paint,	
mulch,	 or	 repairs	 to	 playground	 area	 and	 nets,	 facility	 repair,	 or	minor	 improvements	 to	
tennis	court	area.	
	
Holiday	Landscape	Lighting	
Estimated	cost	for	installation	of	holiday	lights	and	décor	as	well	as	supplies.	
	
Operating	Supplies	
Purchase	of	supplies	for	the	District's	gatehouse,	etc.	
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Sidewalk/Curb	Cleaning	
Estimated	 cost	 for	 pressure	 washing	 the	 District-owned	 sidewalks	 throughout	 the	
community.	
	
Miscellaneous	 	 	 	
Any	other	miscellaneous	expenses	incurred	during	the	year.	
	
Reserves:	
	
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Paving	-	Baytree/IOB	
The	District	has	established	a	Pavement	Management	Fund	in	order	to	pay	for	resurfacing	of	
roadways.	
	
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Reserves	
Renewal	and	replacement	costs	such	as	replacement	cost	of	the	sidewalks,	drainage	repair,	
playground	equipment,	etc.		See	attached	Capital	Improvement	Program	Chart.	
	
Transfer	Out	-	Community	Beautification	Fund	
Represents	the	assessments	dedicated	to	the	Community	Beautification	Fund.		
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Proposed	Budget	FY	2023
Capital	Projects	Reserve

Adopted Actual Projected Total Proposed
Budget thru Next Projected Budget

Description FY2022 03/31/22 6	Months 09/30/22 FY	2023

Revenues:

BCA	Contribution $40,000 $33,000 $0 $33,000 $0
Interest	Income $100 $2 $3 $5 $0

Total	Revenues $40,100 $33,002 $3 $33,005 $0

Expenses:

Lake	Bank	Restoration/Evaluation $30,000 $30,840 $0 $30,840 $30,000
Sidewalk/Gutter	Repair $10,000 $0 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000
Drainage	Maintenance $8,000 $0 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000
Curb	-Tree	Trimming/Replacements $4,000 $0 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000
Recreation	Area	Improvements $30,000 $0 $40,000 $40,000 $5,000
Pool	Furniture $4,000 $0 $0 $0 $0
Pool	Refurbishing $15,000 $0 $0 $0 $0
Bank	Fees $0 $264 $528 $792 $600
Capital	Outlay $10,000 $14,580 $4,810 $19,390 $0

Total	Expenditures $111,000 $45,684 $67,338 $113,022 $57,600

Other	Financing	Sources

Transfer	In $78,392 $78,392 $0 $78,392 $65,000
Beginning	Fund	Balance $2,046 $3,847 $0 $3,847 $2,221

Total	Other	Financing	Sources $80,438 $82,239 $0 $82,239 $67,221

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance $9,538 $69,557 ($67,335) $2,221 $9,621
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Baytree	CDD	-	Capital	Improvement	Program

Project	Description
	FY	2023 	FY	2024 	FY	2025 	FY	2026

Lake	Bank	Restoration 30,000$																				 30,000$																				 30,000$																				 30,000$																				
Sidewalk	/Gutter	Repair 10,000$																				 14,500$																				 14,500$																				 14,500$																				
Drainage	Maintenance 8,000$																							 10,000$																				 10,000$																				 10,000$																				
Curb	-	Tree	Trimming/Replacements 4,000$																							 6,500$																							 6,500$																							 6,500$																							
Tennis	Court	Lights -$																																			 -$																																			 2,000$																							 -$																																			
Pool	Refurbuishment -$																																			 -$																																			 -$																																			 -$																																			
Recreational	Area	Improvements 5,000$																							 -$																																			 -$																																			 -$																																			
Pool	Furniture -$																																			 -$																																			 -$																																			 4,000$																							
Gate	Operators -$																																			 -$																																			 -$																																			 -$																																			
Total 57,000$																				 61,000$																				 63,000$																				 65,000$																				
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Proposed	Budget	FY	2023
Pavement	Management

Adopted Actual Projected Total Proposed
Budget thru Next Projected Budget

Description FY2022 03/31/22 6	Months 09/30/22 FY	2023

Revenues:

Interest	Income $75 $18 $0 $18 $0

Total	Revenues $75 $18 $0 $18 $0

Expenses:

Bank	Fees $0 $207 $228 $435 $500

Total	Expenditures $0 $207 $228 $435 $500

Other	Financing	Sources

Beginning	Fund	Balance $378,345 $357,795 $0 $357,795 $457,379
Transfer	In	-	Baytree $75,370 $21,608 $53,762 $75,370 $97,981
Transfer	In	-	IOB $24,630 $0 $24,630 $24,630 $32,019

Total	Other	Financing	Sources $478,345 $379,403 $78,392 $457,795 $587,379

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance $478,420 $379,215 $78,164 $457,379 $586,879

FY	2022 FY	2023
BAYTREE $342,842 $440,323
IOB $114,537 $146,556

$457,379 $586,879

CARRY	FORWARD	SPLIT
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Proposed	Budget	FY	2023
Community	Beautification

Adopted Actual Projected Total Proposed
Budget thru Next Projected Budget

Description FY2022 03/31/22 6	Months 09/30/22 FY	2023

Expenses:

Bank	Fees $400 $200 $50 $250 $400
Beautification	Projects $0 $30,650 $0 $30,650 $0

Total	Expenditures $400 $30,850 $50 $30,900 $400

Other	Financing	Sources

Beginning	Fund	Balance $24,125 $13,145 $0 $13,145 $19,510
Transfer	In	-	Baytree $37,265 $37,265 $0 $37,265 $45,265

Total	Other	Financing	Sources $61,390 $50,410 $0 $50,410 $64,775

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance $60,990 $19,560 ($50) $19,510 $64,375
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Baytree
Community	Development	District
O&M	Assessment	Calculation

FY	2022 FY	2023
Net	Assessments $905,346 $996,868
Discounts	(4%) $37,875 $41,704
Gross	Assessments $943,221 $1,038,572

Less	:	Golf	Course	(2.25%) $21,222 $23,368
Adjusted	Gross $921,999 $1,015,204
Assessable	Units:
Phase	1 304 304
Phase	2 157 157
Total 461 461

Change	From	
2022

Per	Unit	O	&	M	Assessments $2,000.00 $2,202.18 $202.18

FY	2023	Baytree	CDD	Assessments Phase	1 Phase	2
Per	Unit	O	&	M $2,202 $2,202
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Isles	of	Baytree
Baytree	Roadway	Maintenance	Cost	Sharing	Agreement

Proposed	Budget	FY2023
FY23

Proposed	Budget

Security $214,805
Maintenance	-	Gatehouse/Agreement $10,700
Telephone	-	Gatehouse $6,300
Utilities1 $4,001
Maintenance	-	Lighting $2,500
Capital	Reserve	-	Paving	Management2 $32,019
Total $270,325

Less:	Golf	Course	Contribution	(2.25%) ($6,082)

Total	to	be	assessed	To	Baytree	CDD	&	Isles	of	Baytree	HOA $264,243

Total		Number	of	Lots	
Baytree	Phase	I 304
Baytree	Phase	II 157
Isles	of	Baytree 104

565

Total	Per	Lot	Assessment $468
Total	Expenses	divided	by	Total		Units

Proposed	Amount	for	Isles	of	Baytree	HOA	for	FY23 $48,639

Notes
Total	Utilities
201	Baytree	Drive	Guardhouse $1,419
201	Baytree	Drive	Guardhouse	-	Water $632
8005	Kingswood	Way	-	Street	Lights $1,950

$4,001

Capital	Reserve	Calculation	is	based	on	the	following	areas:
Baytree	Boulevard
National	Drive
Kindswood	Drive

Total	Area	of	Pavement 89,711
IOB	Shared	Roadway	Area 22,093
Fraction	of	Shared	Roadways 24.63%

Total	Projected	FY21	Paving	Management $130,000
IOB	Shared	Cost $32,019
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Baytree CDD Action Items
6/8/2022

Updated 6/1/22

Item # Action Item Assigned To: Status Date Added Estimated Start
Estimated 

Completion Comments/Estimated Completion

1 Recreation Area Improvements Showe/Hatton Ongoing 7/9/20 2022
Playground Awaiting Parts, Quotes for Deck 
Attached

2 Beatification Fund Plans for FY 22 Mills/Hatton Ongoing 7/9/20 Expected to Trim Conservation Areas in 2022
3 Streetlight Painting Showe/Hatton On Hold 4/4/22 Quotes Attached -  $14K - 33K



ESTIMATE
C&E LANSCAPING ANDPAINTING LLC

1760 Citrus View Court
St. Cloud, Florida 34769

United States

Phone: (407) 593-6906
Mobile: (407) 624-7176

BILL TO
CLIENT
United States

Estimate Number: 12

Estimate Date: March 25, 2022

Expires On: March 25, 2022

Grand Total (USD): $31,830.00

Items Quantity Price Amount

Exterior Services
Repair Pool Deck Surfaces and Paint

1 $31,830.00 $31,830.00

Repairing cracks on pool deck area
-Level Pool Deck floor where necessary
-repairs will be made using Concrete Leveler from
"Rapidset" ; 2 sacks of 50lbs each
Type S Super high yield Mortar 
- apply "Dura top Concrete resurfacer fine texture"
stucco on all surface of pool deck
** NOTE: Our company guarantees work done for a
time frame of 12 months, but due to severe weather
in Florida and being that it is a high trafficked area it
may cause cracks on surface down the line.**

1 $0.00 $0.00

Replacement of expansion Joint Caps
Replace broken Joint Expanders that are broken
with expansion Joint Caps.

1 $0.00 $0.00

-Painting entire pool deck area
-Colors to be chosen by client
-15 five-gallon buckets of Behr Premium (textured
low-luster enamel) Porch and Patio Anti slip Floor
paint
-Prime and Paint around entire pool deck.

1 $0.00 $0.00

*Team Size: 5 employees
*Project Timeframe: 08 to 10 days (weather allowing
if not it can add a couple more days)
* All work areas will be completely cleaned and
returned to normal state before project is completed

1 $0.00 $0.00

Page 1 of 2 for Estimate #12



Total: $31,830.00

Grand Total (USD): $31,830.00

Notes / Terms
Initial Deposit: 35% of total ($11,140.50)

Page 2 of 2 for Estimate #12

Start date: UPON APPROVAL OF CONTRACT OUR COMPANY CAN BEGIN WORK WITHIN 24 TO 48 HOURS OF SIGNING
CONTRACT.

ESTIMATE
C&E LANSCAPING ANDPAINTING LLC

1760 Citrus View Court
St. Cloud, Florida 34769

United States

Phone: (407) 593-6906
Mobile: (407) 624-7176



ESTIMATE
C&E LANSCAPING ANDPAINTING LLC

1760 Citrus View Court
St. Cloud, Florida 34769

United States

Phone: (407) 593-6906
Mobile: (407) 624-7176

BILL TO
CLIENT
United States

Estimate Number: 12

Estimate Date: March 25, 2022

Expires On: March 25, 2022

Grand Total (USD): $30,830.00

Items Quantity Price Amount

Exterior Services
Repair Pool Deck Surfaces and Paint

1 $30,830.00 $30,830.00

Repairing cracks on pool deck area
-Level Pool Deck floor where necessary
-repairs will be made using Concrete Leveler from
"Rapidset" ; 2 sacks of 50lbs each
Type S Super high yield Mortar 
- apply "Dura top Concrete resurfacer fine texture"
stucco on all surface of pool deck
** NOTE: Our company guarantees work done for a
time frame of 12 months, but due to severe weather
in Florida and being that it is a high trafficked area it
may cause cracks on surface down the line.**

1 $0.00 $0.00

Replacement of expansion Joint Caps
Replace broken Joint Expanders and fill space with
caulking. Smooth out surface and add paint.

1 $0.00 $0.00

-Painting entire pool deck area
-Colors to be chosen by client
-15 five-gallon buckets of Behr Premium (textured
low-luster enamel) Porch and Patio Anti slip Floor
paint
-Prime and Paint around entire pool deck.

1 $0.00 $0.00

*Team Size: 5 employees
*Project Timeframe: 08 to 10 days (weather allowing
if not it can add a couple more days)
* All work areas will be completely cleaned and
returned to normal state before project is completed

1 $0.00 $0.00

Page 1 of 2 for Estimate #12



Total: $30,830.00

Grand Total (USD): $30,830.00

Notes / Terms
Initial Deposit: 35% of total ($10,790.50)

Page 2 of 2 for Estimate #12

Start date: UPON APPROVAL OF CONTRACT OUR COMPANY CAN BEGIN WORK WITHIN 24 TO 48 HOURS OF SIGNING
CONTRACT.

ESTIMATE
C&E LANSCAPING ANDPAINTING LLC

1760 Citrus View Court
St. Cloud, Florida 34769

United States

Phone: (407) 593-6906
Mobile: (407) 624-7176





 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BAYTREE NATIONAL 
8207 NATIONAL DR. 
MELBOURNE, FL. 32940 
 
05/20/22 
 
ATTN: PROPERTY MANAGER 
 
RESURFACE POOL WITH EXPOSED QUARTZ FINISH AND NEW INSIDE BEAM TILE. ALSO INCLUDES OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR 
NEW NON-SKID DECK TILE AND LED LIGHTS. 
 
 
SCOPE OF WORK FOR POOL AREA 
 

� DRAIN POOL 

� CHIP OFF LOOSE AND DELAMINATED MATERIAL UP TO 200 SQ. FT 

� DIAMOND SAW CUT AND BEVEL EXISTING FINISH APPROXIMATELY 1 ½’-2” WIDE, AROUND ALL WALL 
PENETRATIONS, (INCLUDING LIGHTS, MAIN DRAINS AND RETURN LINE FITTINGS, VACUUM LINES) AND NEXT TO 
TILE PROVIDE FULL DEPTH AND FLUSH INSTALLATION OF THE NEW FINISH 

� CHIP AND REMOVE NEEDED SURFACE FROM GUTTER TO ACHIEVE 2” SLOPE FROM THE FRONT TO THE BACK OF 
THE GUTTER (PER STATE CODE) 

� 4,000 PSI PRESSURE WASH ENTIRE POOL SURFACE  

� ACID WASH 

� RETILE THE WATERLINE INSTALL NEW 2”X6” NON-SKID TILE (PER FBC 454) 

� RETILE THE INSIDE BEAM. INSTALL NEW 6”X6” TILE WITH NEW DEPTH MARKERS 

� INSTALL NEW 2”X6” CONTRASTING SKID RESISTANT STEP TILE ON STEPS (PER FBC 454) 

� INSTALL NEW FLOOR INLET FITTINGS WITH NEW SLOTTED FLOOR RETURN COVERS AND NEW DIRECTIONAL INLET 
FITTINGS. 

� APPLY BOND KOTE TO PREPARE OLD SURFACE (COVERING FLOOR, GUTTER, AND WALLS) 

� REPLACE THE 2 – 16”X16” MAIN DRAIN FRAMES AND GRATES WITH NEW VGBA. 

� RESURFACE POOL WITH SMOOTH, MONOLITHIC LAYER OF EXPOSED QUARTZ FINISH (3/8” TO ½” THICK) 

� REMOVE ALL WASTE FROM JOB 

� REFILL POOL WITH YOUR WATER, COMPLETELY BALANCE THE WATER CHEMISTRY USING YOUR CHEMICALS, START 
UP SYSTEM, INSTRUCT YOUR OPERATOR IN THE PROPER TECHNIQUE OF CARING FOR THE NEW FINISH 

POOL RESURFACING 
 

� LIMITED 5YR. MANUFACTURER WARRANTY  
(POOL FINISH ONLY) ALL OTHER MATERIALS  
AND LABOR 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

 
    TOTAL: $37,692.00 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OPTION #1: 
 

� TOP OF THE BEAM. INSTALL NEW 6”X6” NON-SKID DEPTH AND NO DIVING MARKER TILES. 

TOTAL: $2,585.00 
OPTION #2: 
 
 

� INSTALL 4 NEW 300W EQUIVALENT PENTAIR INTELLIBRITE LED LIGHTING FIXTURES IN EXISTING LIGHT NICHES. 
MANUFACTURER STATES AN 86% ENERGY COST SAVINGS. 

�  (ANY WORK TO EXISTING LIGHTING SYSTEM, I.E. TRANSFORMERS, CONDUITS, BOND WIRE, ETC. ARE NOT 
INCLUDED. IF ANY ADDITIONAL WORK IS NEEDED, A PROPOSAL WILL BE PROVIDED BEFORE WORK IS 
COMPLETED.) 

TOTAL: $3,680.00 

 
 

**NOTE: THE POOL DECK AREA WILL NEED TO BE CLOSED WHILE THE REFINISHING IS BEING DONE. 
 
THE WORK WILL TAKE APPROXIMATELY 15-20 WORKING DAYS. WEATHER AND GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS MAY 
INCREASE THE LENGTH OF THE JOB. WE DO REQUIRE A PAYMENT SCHEDULE WITH A 50% DEPOSIT DUE UPON RECEIVING 
A COPY OF THE SIGNED CONTRACT AND THE REMAINING 50% DUE UPON COMPLETION AND SUBMITTAL OF OUR FINAL 
INVOICE. PLEASE HAVE AN AUTHORIZED PERSON SIGN THE QUOTE; RETURN AN EXECUTED SET TO US FOR CONVENIENT 
SCHEDULING OF THE WORK. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL ME. 
 
QUOTE GOOD FOR 90 DAYS 
ACCEPTED AND AGREED:        REGARDS, 
 

BY: _________________                           
          DEREK SCHWAN 
TITLE: ______________        PROJECT MANAGER 
          SPIES POOL, LLC. 
DATE: ______________        CP C043205 
 
OPTION #1_____OPTION #2_____ 
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Fund Date Check No.'s Amount

General Fund 4/8/22 363 - 364 349.56$              
4/14/22 365 - 374 35,681.98$         
4/20/22 375 - 378 19,149.68$         
4/27/22 379 - 385 19,539.32$         

74,720.54$         

Community Beautification Fund 4/14/22 56 3,000.00$           

3,000.00$           

Payroll April 2022
Carolyn E. Witcher 50554 184.70$              
Gilbert M. Mills Jr. 50555 184.70$              

Janice Hill 50556 184.70$              
Richard C. Bosseler 50557 184.70$              
Richard L. Brown 50558 184.70$              

923.50$              

78,644.04$    

Baytree
Community Development District

Summary of Check Register

April 1, 2022 to April 30, 2022



AP300R                                YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER   RUN  6/01/22          PAGE   1
*** CHECK DATES 04/01/2022 - 04/30/2022 ***       BAYTREE GENERAL FUND

BANK F BAYTREE CDD-GF SUN

  CHECK  VEND#  .....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...              VENDOR NAME             STATUS             AMOUNT    ....CHECK.....
   DATE           DATE   INVOICE   YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB  SUBCLASS                                                      AMOUNT     #

 4/08/22 00053 3/23/22 332-5159 202203 320-53800-49000                                     *              300.00
ALUMINUM INSTALLED

FASTSIGNS                                                         300.00 000363
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/08/22 00225 3/25/22 0003640- 202204 320-53800-43300                                     *               49.56

WASTE MGMT APR 22
WASTE MANAGEMENT CORPORATE SERVICES                                49.56 000364

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00047 3/30/22 S235394  202203 320-53800-41100                                     *              465.00

CONTROLLER REPAIR 3/24
ACCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES                                       465.00 000365

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00019 4/01/22 5770     202204 320-53800-46200                                     *              721.87

POOL MAINTENANCE APR 22
BEACH POOL SERVICE                                                721.87 000366

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00233 4/01/22 15800305 202204 320-53800-46200                                     *              431.00

CLEANING SERVICES APR 22
COVERALL ORLANDO                                                  431.00 000367

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00200 3/30/22 1801881  202203 320-53800-34500                                     *            3,403.68

SECURITY 3/24/22-3/30/22
4/06/22 1801952  202204 320-53800-34500                                     *            3,403.68

SECURITY 3/31/22-4/6/22
DOTHAN SECURITY INC                                             6,807.36 000368

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00123 2/28/22 W27006   202202 320-53800-47600                                     *              345.00

REPAIRED SHORTED WIRE
EAU GALLIE ELECTRIC INC.                                          345.00 000369

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00008 4/05/22 7-713-51 202203 310-51300-42000                                     *              253.86

6 DELIVERIES 3/28/22
FEDEX                                                             253.86 000370

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00052 3/18/22 664070   202203 320-53800-47500                                     *              157.90

LED SECURITY LIGHT
4/04/22 664415   202204 320-53800-47500                                     *              157.90

LED SECURITY FLOOD LIGHT
4/04/22 664416   202204 320-53800-47500                                     *              197.70

LED ENVOY FLOOD LIGHT
FLORIDA BULB & BALLAST INC.                                       513.50 000371

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00021 4/01/22 431      202204 310-51300-34000                                     *            3,513.83

MANAGEMENT FEES APR 22
4/01/22 431      202204 310-51300-35200                                     *               95.83

WEBSITE ADMIN APR 22

BAYT --BAYTREE--    MBYINGTON 



AP300R                                YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER   RUN  6/01/22          PAGE   2
*** CHECK DATES 04/01/2022 - 04/30/2022 ***       BAYTREE GENERAL FUND

BANK F BAYTREE CDD-GF SUN

  CHECK  VEND#  .....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...              VENDOR NAME             STATUS             AMOUNT    ....CHECK.....
   DATE           DATE   INVOICE   YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB  SUBCLASS                                                      AMOUNT     #

4/01/22 431      202204 310-51300-35100                                     *              137.50
INFORMATION TECH APR 22

4/01/22 431      202204 310-51300-51000                                     *                 .75
OFFICE SUPPLIES APR 22

4/01/22 431      202204 310-51300-42000                                     *               13.25
POSTAGE APR 22

4/01/22 431      202204 310-51300-42500                                     *              171.15
COPIES APR 22

4/01/22 432      202204 320-53800-34000                                     *            2,462.08
FIELD MGMT APR 22

GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES                                6,394.39 000372
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00241 3/23/22 292954   202203 320-53800-47600                                     *           13,250.00

REDESIGN 65 SIGNS
J. WARREN SERVICES LLC                                         13,250.00 000373

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/14/22 00142 4/08/22 1112     202204 320-53800-47600                                     *            6,500.00

5 MONUMENTS CLEANED
SMARTER PAINTING LLC                                            6,500.00 000374

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/20/22 00193 3/08/22 15800302 202202 320-53800-46200                                     *              150.00

SPECIAL CLEANING FEB 2022
COVERALL NORTH AMERICA, INC DBA                                   150.00 000375

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/20/22 00200 4/13/22 1801970  202204 320-53800-34500                                     *            3,403.68

SECURITY 4/7/22-4/13/22
DOTHAN SECURITY INC                                             3,403.68 000376

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/20/22 00061 4/15/22 33709    202204 320-53800-49000                                     *            4,810.00

INSTALL 4 POSTS/6 BASES
FAUSNIGHT STRIPE & LINE INC                                     4,810.00 000377

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/20/22 00016 3/16/22 44891    202203 320-53800-47200                                     *            2,200.00

TREAT FUNGICIDE/FERTILIZE
3/23/22 44897    202203 320-53800-47200                                     *              466.00

REMOVE TREE/INSTALL MULCH
4/01/22 44918    202204 320-53800-47300                                     *            7,961.00

LANDSCAPE MAINT APR 22
4/07/22 44977    202204 320-53800-47400                                     *              159.00

REPLACE LINE BREAK/ROTOR
TROPIC-CARE OF FLORIDA, INC.                                   10,786.00 000378

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/27/22 00004 3/31/22 174282   202203 310-51300-31500                                     *            2,587.50

GENERAL COUNSEL MAR 22
BILLING,COCHRAN,LYLES,MAURO&RAMSEY                              2,587.50 000379

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BAYT --BAYTREE--    MBYINGTON 



AP300R                                YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER   RUN  6/01/22          PAGE   3
*** CHECK DATES 04/01/2022 - 04/30/2022 ***       BAYTREE GENERAL FUND

BANK F BAYTREE CDD-GF SUN

  CHECK  VEND#  .....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...              VENDOR NAME             STATUS             AMOUNT    ....CHECK.....
   DATE           DATE   INVOICE   YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB  SUBCLASS                                                      AMOUNT     #

 4/27/22 00200 4/20/22 1801999  202204 320-53800-34500                                     *            3,403.68
SECURITY 4/14/22-4/20/22

DOTHAN SECURITY INC                                             3,403.68 000380
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/27/22 00039 4/20/22 420026   202204 320-53800-41100                                     *               60.00

QRTLY PEST CONTROL
5/06/22 420746   202204 300-15500-10000                                     *            2,625.00

AQUATIC WEED CONT MAY 22
ECOR INDUSTRIES                                                 2,685.00 000381

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/27/22 00023 3/31/22 00045338 202203 310-51300-48000                                     *              167.14

NOT BOS MEETING 3/23/22
FLORIDA TODAY                                                     167.14 000382

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/27/22 00121 4/27/22 05-BID-5 202204 320-53800-46200                                     *              350.00

POOL PERMIT FY22
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH                                      350.00 000383

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/27/22 00242 3/31/22 03312022 202203 300-15500-10000                                     *            8,046.00

HOLIDAY LIGHTING 50% DEP
MERRY & BRIGHT                                                  8,046.00 000384

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 4/27/22 00016 4/18/22 45016    202204 320-53800-47400                                     *            2,060.00

REPAIR MAINLINE IRR
4/18/22 45019    202204 320-53800-47200                                     *              240.00

INSTALLED EIGHTY ANNUALS
TROPIC-CARE OF FLORIDA, INC.                                    2,300.00 000385

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TOTAL FOR BANK F                 74,720.54

TOTAL FOR REGISTER               74,720.54

BAYT --BAYTREE--    MBYINGTON 



AP300R                                YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER   RUN  6/01/22          PAGE   1
*** CHECK DATES 04/01/2022 - 04/30/2022 ***       BAYTREE BEAUTIFICATION

BANK D BAYTREE CDD-COMM BEA

  CHECK  VEND#  .....INVOICE..... ...EXPENSED TO...              VENDOR NAME             STATUS             AMOUNT    ....CHECK.....
   DATE           DATE   INVOICE   YRMO  DPT ACCT# SUB  SUBCLASS                                                      AMOUNT     #

 4/14/22 00014 3/23/22 292951   202203 600-53800-46000                                     *            2,600.00
REINSTALL ENTRANCE SIGNS

3/23/22 292955   202203 600-53800-46000                                     *              400.00
5 MONUMENTS REPAIRED

J WARREN SERVICES, LLC                                          3,000.00 000056
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TOTAL FOR BANK D                  3,000.00

TOTAL FOR REGISTER                3,000.00

BAYT --BAYTREE--    MBYINGTON 
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April	30,	2022
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Combined	Balance	Sheet
April	30,	2022

General	 Capital Totals
Fund Funds Governmental	Funds

Assets:
Cash:
Operating	Fund 468,718$	 		 -$	 	 468,718$ 		
Capital	Reserves -$	 	 69,519$ 		 69,519$ 		
Pavement	Management -$	 	 379,180$ 		 379,180$ 		
Community	Beautification -$	 	 32,810$ 		 32,810$ 		

Investments:
Custody 1,030$	 		 -$ 	 1,030$ 		

Due	from	Capital	Projects 4,810$	 		 -$ 	 4,810$ 		
Due	from	Beautification 13,250$	 		 -$ 	 13,250$ 		
Prepaid	Expenses 11,491$	 		 -$ 	 11,491$ 		

Total	Assets 499,299$	 		 481,509$	 		 980,808$	 		

Liabilities:
Accounts	Payable 12,194$	 		 -$	 	 12,194$ 		
Due	to	General	Fund -$	 	 18,060$ 		 18,060$ 		

Total	Liabilites 12,194$	 		 18,060$	 		 30,254$	 		

Fund	Balance:
Assigned	for:	
Capital	Reserves -$	 	 64,709$ 		 64,709$	 		
Pavement	Management -$	 	 379,180$ 		 379,180$	 		
Community	Beautification -$	 	 19,560$ 		 19,560$	 		

Nonspendable:
Prepaid	Items 11,491$	 		 -$ 	 11,491$ 		

Unassigned 475,614$	 		 -$ 	 475,614$ 		

Total	Fund	Balances 487,105$	 		 463,449$	 		 950,554$	 		

Total		Liabilities	&	Fund	Balance 499,299$	 		 481,509$	 		 980,808$	 		

1



Baytree
Community	Development	District

General	Fund
Statement	of	Revenues,	Expenditures,	and	Changes	in	Fund	Balance

For	The	Period	Ending	April	30,	2022

Adopted Prorated	Budget Actual
Budget Thru	04/30/22 Thru	04/30/22 Variance

Revenues:
	
Maintenance	Assessments 905,346$														 893,331$														 893,331$														 -$																															
IOB	Cost	Share	Agreement 43,269$																	 22,685$																	 22,685$																	 -$																															
Miscellaneous	Income	 9,250$																				 5,396$																				 3,370$																				 (2,026)$																							

Total		Revenues 957,865$														 921,412$														 919,385$														 (2,026)$																							

Expenditures:

General	&	Administrative:

Supervisor	Fees 8,000$																				 6,800$																				 6,800$																				 -$																																					
FICA	Expense 612$																								 520$																								 520$																								 -$																																					
Engineering 35,000$																	 20,417$																	 5,740$																				 14,677$																						
Assessment	Administration 7,500$																				 7,500$																				 7,500$																				 -$																																					
Attorney	Fees 18,000$																	 13,513$																	 13,513$																	 -$																																					
Annual	Audit 3,265$																				 -$																									 -$																															 -$																																					
Management	Fees 42,166$																	 24,597$																	 24,597$																	 0$																																			
Information	Technology 1,650$																				 963$																								 963$																								 -$																																					
Website	Maintenance 1,150$																				 671$																								 671$																								 0$																																			
Telephone 250$																								 146$																								 -$																															 146$																													
Postage 1,500$																				 1,500$																				 1,658$																				 (158)$																											
Insurance 19,058$																	 19,058$																	 25,917$																	 (6,859)$																							
Tax	Collector	Fee 18,107$																	 17,898$																	 17,898$																	 -$																																					
Printing	&	Binding 1,500$																				 875$																								 678$																								 197$																													
Legal	Advertising 1,500$																				 875$																								 338$																								 537$																													
Other	Current	Charges 3,000$																				 1,750$																				 429$																								 1,321$																									
Office	Supplies 250$																								 146$																								 72$																											 74$																																
Property	Taxes 250$																								 250$																								 326$																								 (76)$																														
Property	Appraiser 234$																								 234$																								 234$																								 -$																																					
Dues,	Licenses	&	Subscriptions 175$																								 175$																								 175$																								 -$																																					

Subtotal	General	&	Administrative 163,167$														 117,886$														 108,027$														 9,859$																									
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

General	Fund
Statement	of	Revenues,	Expenditures,	and	Changes	in	Fund	Balance

For	The	Period	Ending	April	30,	2022

Adopted Prorated	Budget Actual
Budget Thru	04/30/22 Thru	04/30/22 Variance

Operations	&	Maintenance

Security	Contract 185,056$														 107,949$														 104,471$														 3,478$																									
Gate	Maintenance	Contract 1,200$																				 1,200$																				 650$																								 550$																													
Maintenance	-	Gatehouse 9,500$																				 5,542$																				 6,276$																				 (735)$																											
Telephone/Internet	-	Gatehouse/Pool 14,500$																	 8,458$																				 3,212$																				 5,247$																									
Transponders 5,000$																				 874$																								 874$																								 -$																																					
Field	Management	Fees 29,545$																	 17,235$																	 17,235$																	 0$																																			
Electric 51,500$																	 30,042$																	 29,826$																	 216$																													
Water	&	Sewer 12,650$																	 7,379$																				 9,037$																				 (1,658)$																							
Gas 6,500$																				 6,500$																				 6,817$																				 (317)$																											
Trash	Removal 577$																								 337$																								 347$																								 (10)$																														
Maintenance	-	Lakes 36,696$																	 21,406$																	 20,745$																	 661$																													
Maintenance	-	Landscape	Contract 97,650$																	 56,963$																	 55,516$																	 1,447$																									
Maintenance	-	Additional	Landscape	 15,000$																	 8,750$																				 8,965$																				 (215)$																											
Maintenance	-	Pool 18,700$																	 10,908$																	 10,825$																	 83$																																
Maintenance	-	Irrigation 8,775$																				 5,119$																				 3,660$																				 1,459$																									
Maintenance	-	Lighting 8,000$																				 4,667$																				 3,922$																				 745$																													
Maintenance	-	Monuments 4,000$																				 4,000$																				 7,345$																				 (3,345)$																							
Maintenance	-	Fountain 700$																								 408$																								 350$																								 58$																																
Maintenance	-	Other	Field		(R&M	General) 4,000$																				 2,333$																				 2,221$																				 113$																													
Maintenance	-	Recreation 1,500$																				 875$																								 43$																											 832$																													
Holiday	Landscape	Lighting 14,000$																	 14,000$																	 10,258$																	 3,742$																									
Operating	Supplies 750$																								 438$																								 -$																															 438$																													
Sidewalk/Curb	Cleaning 15,000$																	 -$																									 -$																															 -$																																					
Miscellaneous		 1,000$																				 583$																								 -$																															 583$																													

Subtotal	Operations	&	Maintenance 541,799$														 315,965$														 302,595$														 13,371$																						

Total	Expenditures 704,966$														 433,851$														 410,622$														 23,229$																						

Excess	(Deficiency)	of	Revenues	over	Expenditures 252,899$														 508,763$														

Other	Financing	Uses:

Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects-	Paving	-	Baytree	 75,370$																	 21,608$																	 21,608$																	 -$																																					
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Paving	-	IOB	Funds 24,630$																	 -$																															 -$																															 -$																																					
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Reserves 78,392$																	 78,392$																	 78,392$																	 -$																																					
Transfer	Out	-	Community	Beautification	Fund 37,265$																	 37,265$																	 37,265$																	 -$																																					
Transfer	Out	-	Rebalance	First	Quarter	Operating	 37,242$																	 -$																															 -$																															 -$																																					

Total	Other	Financing	Uses 252,899$														 137,265$														 137,265$														 -$																																					

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance 0$																														 371,498$														

Fund	Balance	-	Beginning -$																															 115,607$														

Fund	Balance	-	Ending 0$																														 487,105$														
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Capital	Projects	Reserve
Statement	of	Revenues,	Expenditures,	and	Changes	in	Fund	Balance

For	The	Period	Ending	April	30,	2022

Adopted Prorated	Budget Actual
Budget Thru	04/30/22 Thru	04/30/22 Variance

Revenues
	
BCA	Contribution 40,000$																	 40,000$																 33,000$																	 (7,000)$																		
Interest	Income 100$																								 58$																										 2$																														 (56)$																									

Total	Revenues 40,100$																	 40,058$																 33,002$																	 (7,056)$																		

Expenditures:

Lake	Bank	Restoration/Evaluation 30,000$																	 30,000$																 30,840$																	 (840)$																						
Sidewalk/Gutter	Repair 10,000$																	 -$																															 -$																															 -$																															
Drainage	Maintenance 8,000$																				 -$																															 -$																															 -$																															
Curb	-Tree	Trimming/Replacements 4,000$																				 -$																															 -$																															 -$																															
Recreation	Area	Improvements 30,000$																	 -$																															 -$																															 -$																															
Pool	Furniture 4,000$																				 -$																															 -$																															 -$																															
Pool	Refurbishing 15,000$																	 -$																															 -$																															 -$																															
Bank	Fees -$																															 -$																															 302$																								 (302)$																						
Capital	Outlay 10,000$																	 10,000$																 19,390$																	 (9,390)$																		

Total	Expenditures 111,000$														 40,000$																 50,532$																	 (10,532)$															

Excess	(Deficiency)	of	Revenues	over	Expenditures (70,900)$															 (17,530)$															

Other	Financing	Sources/(Uses)

Transfer	In	-	Baytree 78,392$																	 78,392$																 78,392$																	 -$																															

Total	Other	Financing	Sources	(Uses) 78,392$																	 78,392$																 78,392$																	 -$																															

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance 7,492$																				 60,862$																	

Fund	Balance	-	Beginning 2,046$																				 3,847$																				

Fund	Balance	-	Ending 9,538$																				 64,709$																	
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Pavement	Management
Statement	of	Revenues,	Expenditures,	and	Changes	in	Fund	Balance

For	The	Period	Ending	April	30,	2022

Adopted Prorated	Budget Actual
Budget Thru	04/30/22 Thru	04/30/22 Variance

Revenues

Interest	Income 75$		 			 44$		 		 21$		 			 (22)$		 			

Total		Revenues 75$		 			 44$		 		 21$		 			 (22)$		 			

Expenditures:

Bank	Fees -$		 	 -$	 		 245$	 			 (245)$		 			

Total	Expenditures -$		 	 -$	 	 245$	 			 (245)$		 			

Excess	(Deficiency)	of	Revenues	over	Expenditures 75$		 			 (223)$		 			

Other	Financing	Sources/(Uses)

Transfer	In	-	Baytree 75,370$		 			 21,608$		 		 21,608$		 			 -$		 		
Transfer	In	-	IOB 24,630$		 			 -$		 		 -$	 	 -$	 		

Total	Other	Financing	Sources	(Uses) 100,000$		 			 21,608$		 		 21,608$		 			 -$		 		

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance 100,075$		 			 21,385$		 			

Fund	Balance	-	Beginning 378,345$		 			 357,795$		 			

Fund	Balance	-	Ending 478,420$		 			 379,180$		 			
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Community	Beautification
Statement	of	Revenues,	Expenditures,	and	Changes	in	Fund	Balance

For	The	Period	Ending	April	30,	2022

Adopted Prorated	Budget Actual
Budget Thru	04/30/22 Thru	04/30/22 Variance

Revenues

Interest -$		 	 -$	 		 -$	 	 -$	 		

Total		Revenues -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 		

Expenditures:

Bank	Fees 400$		 			 200$		 		 200$		 			 -$		 		
Beautification	Projects -$		 	 -$	 		 30,650$	 			 (30,650)$		 			

Total	Expenditures 400$		 			 200$		 		 30,850$		 			 (30,650)$		 			

Excess	(Deficiency)	of	Revenues	over	Expenditures (400)$		 			 (30,850)$		 			

Other	Financing	Sources/(Uses)

Transfer	In	-	Baytree 37,265$		 			 37,265$		 		 37,265$		 			 -$		 		

Total	Other	Financing	Sources	(Uses) 37,265$		 			 37,265$		 		 37,265$		 			 -$		 		

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance 36,865$		 			 6,415$		 			

Fund	Balance	-	Beginning 24,125$		 			 13,145$		 			

Fund	Balance	-	Ending 60,990$		 			 19,560$		 			
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Total

Revenues:

Maintenance	Assessments -$		 	 210,309$	 			 612,156$		 			 25,134$		 			 15,660$		 			 9,880$		 			 20,191$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 893,331$									
IOB	Cost	Share	Agreement -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 11,868$	 			 -$		 	 10,817$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 22,685$	 			
Miscellaneous	Income	 564$		 			 159$		 			 701$		 			 275$		 			 952$		 			 489$		 			 231$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 3,370$	 			

Total	Revenues 564$		 			 210,468$		 			 612,857$		 			 25,409$		 			 28,480$		 			 10,369$		 			 31,239$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 919,385$									

Expenditures:

General	&	Administrative:

Supervisor	Fees 1,000$		 			 800$		 			 1,000$		 			 1,000$		 			 1,000$		 			 1,000$		 			 1,000$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 6,800$	 			
FICA	Expense 77$		 			 61$		 			 77$		 			 77$		 			 77$		 			 77$		 			 77$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 520$	 			
Engineering -$		 	 -$	 	 425$	 			 1,595$		 			 615$		 			 -$		 	 3,105$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 5,740$	 			
Assessment	Administration 7,500$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 7,500$	 			
Attorney	Fees 3,915$		 			 630$		 			 1,980$		 			 788$		 			 1,755$		 			 2,588$		 			 1,858$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 13,513$	 			
Annual	Audit -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 			
Management	Fees 3,514$		 			 3,514$		 			 3,514$		 			 3,514$		 			 3,514$		 			 3,514$		 			 3,514$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 24,597$	 			
Information	Technology 138$		 			 138$		 			 138$		 			 138$		 			 138$		 			 138$		 			 138$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 963$	 			
Website	Maintenance 96$		 			 96$		 			 96$		 			 96$		 			 96$		 			 96$		 			 96$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 671$	 			
Telephone -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 			
Postage 544$		 			 187$		 			 29$		 			 319$		 			 16$		 			 287$		 			 276$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 1,658$	 			
Insurance 25,917$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 25,917$	 			
Tax	Collector	Fee -$		 	 4,207$	 			 12,243$		 			 503$		 			 342$		 			 198$		 			 405$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 17,898$	 			
Printing	&	Binding 166$		 			 20$		 			 59$		 			 126$		 			 117$		 			 19$		 			 171$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 678$	 			
Legal	Advertising -$		 	 -$	 	 171$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 167$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 338$	 			
Other	Current	Charges 143$		 			 36$		 			 99$		 			 39$		 			 40$		 			 32$		 			 39$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 429$	 			
Office	Supplies 23$		 			 0$		 			 1$		 			 23$		 			 23$		 			 1$		 			 1$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 72$	 			
Property	Taxes -$		 	 326$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 326$	 			
Property	Appraiser 234$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 234$	 			
Dues,	Licenses	&	Subscriptions 175$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 175$	 			

Subtotal	General	&	Administrative 43,441$		 			 10,015$		 			 19,830$		 			 8,217$		 			 7,732$		 			 8,114$		 			 10,679$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 108,027$									

Month	to	Month
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Baytree
Community	Development	District

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Total

Month	to	Month

Operations	&	Maintenance

Security	Contract 17,018$		 			 13,878$		 			 13,858$		 			 17,262$		 			 13,615$		 			 13,594$		 			 15,246$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 104,471$									
Gate	Maintenance	Contract -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 650$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 650$	 			
Maintenance	-	Gatehouse 3,505$		 			 1,821$		 			 (675)$		 		 840$	 			 -$		 	 725$	 			 60$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 6,276$	 			
Telephone/Internet	-	Gatehouse/Pool 451$		 			 451$		 			 473$		 		 451$	 			 451$		 			 466$		 			 466$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 3,212$	 			
Transponders -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 874$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 874$	 			
Field	Management	Fees 2,462$		 			 2,462$		 			 2,462$		 			 2,462$		 			 2,462$		 			 2,462$		 			 2,462$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 17,235$	 			
Electric 3,999$		 			 4,095$		 			 4,224$		 			 4,408$		 			 4,348$		 			 4,287$		 			 4,466$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 29,826$	 			
Water	&	Sewer 1,096$		 			 806$		 			 943$		 			 988$		 			 1,452$		 			 2,058$		 			 1,694$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 9,037$	 			
Gas -$		 	 376$	 			 1,466$		 			 -$		 	 1,221$	 			 2,283$		 			 1,471$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 6,817$	 			
Trash	Removal 50$		 			 50$		 			 50$		 			 50$		 			 50$		 			 50$		 			 50$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 347$	 			
Maintenance	-	Lakes 2,625$		 			 3,415$		 			 2,625$		 			 3,415$		 			 2,625$		 			 3,415$		 			 2,625$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 20,745$	 			
Maintenance	-	Landscape	Contract 7,750$		 			 7,961$		 			 7,961$		 			 7,961$		 			 7,961$		 			 7,961$		 			 7,961$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 55,516$	 			
Maintenance	-	Additional	Landscape	 -$		 	 3,000$	 			 -$		 	 290$	 			 344$		 			 3,591$		 			 1,740$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 8,965$	 			
Maintenance	-	Pool 1,628$		 			 2,319$		 			 1,436$		 			 1,261$		 			 1,269$		 			 1,153$		 			 1,761$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 10,825$	 			
Maintenance	-	Irrigation 150$		 			 66$		 			 -$		 	 252$	 			 593$		 			 380$		 			 2,219$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 3,660$	 			
Maintenance	-	Lighting 3,046$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 143$	 			 -$		 	 378$	 			 356$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 3,922$	 			
Maintenance	-	Monuments -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 845$	 			 -$		 	 6,500$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 7,345$	 			
Maintenance	-	Fountain -$		 	 -$	 	 175$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 175$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 350$	 			
Maintenance	-	Other	Field		(R&M	General) 175$		 			 69$		 			 1,045$		 			 11$		 			 -$		 	 921$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 2,221$	 			
Maintenance	-	Recreation -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 43$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 43$	 			
Holiday	Landscape	Lighting -$		 	 -$	 	 9,942$	 			 316$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 10,258$	 			
Operating	Supplies -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 			
Sidewalk/Curb	Cleaning -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 			
Miscellaneous		 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 			

Subtotal	Operations	&	Maintenance 43,955$		 			 40,769$		 			 45,984$		 			 40,983$		 			 37,885$		 			 43,942$		 			 49,076$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 302,595$									

Total	Expenditures 87,395$		 			 50,784$		 			 65,815$		 			 49,200$		 			 45,617$		 			 52,056$		 			 59,755$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 410,622$									

Excess	Revenues	(Expenditures) (86,831)$		 			 159,684$		 			 547,042$		 			 (23,791)$		 			 (17,137)$		 			 (41,688)$		 			 (28,516)$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 508,763$									

Other	Financing	Sources/Uses:

Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects-	Paving	-	Baytree	 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 21,608$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 21,608$	 			
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Paving	-	IOB	Funds -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 			
Transfer	Out	-	Capital	Projects	-	Reserves -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 78,392$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 78,392$	 			
Transfer	Out	-	Community	Beautification	Fund -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 37,265$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 37,265$	 			
Transfer	Out	-	Rebalance	First	Quarter	Operating	 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 			

Total	Other	Financing	Sources/(Uses) -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 100,000$	 			 -$		 	 37,265$	 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 137,265$									

Net	Change	in	Fund	Balance (86,831)$		 			 159,684$		 			 547,042$		 			 (123,791)$		 			 (17,137)$		 			 (78,953)$		 			 (28,516)$		 			 -$		 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 -$	 	 371,498$									
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Gross	Assessments 943,222.00$								 943,222.00$		 			
Net	Assessments 905,493.12$								 905,493.12$		 			

100.00% 100.00%
Date Distribution Gross	Amount Discount/Penalty Interest Net	Receipts O&M	Portion Total

11/10/21 ACH $13,303.90 ($702.07) $0.00 $12,601.83 $12,601.83 $12,601.83
11/23/21 ACH $206,000.00 ($8,292.62) $0.00 $197,707.38 $197,707.38 $197,707.38
12/08/21 ACH $597,222.00 ($23,888.89) $0.00 $573,333.11 $573,333.11 $573,333.11
12/21/21 ACH $40,153.28 ($1,330.17) $0.00 $38,823.11 $38,823.11 $38,823.11
01/11/22 ACH $25,898.39 ($763.91) $0.00 $25,134.48 $25,134.48 $25,134.48
02/09/22 ACH $16,000.00 ($340.00) $0.00 $15,660.00 $15,660.00 $15,660.00
03/09/22 ACH $10,000.00 ($120.00) $0.00 $9,880.00 $9,880.00 $9,880.00
04/12/22 ACH $20,190.99 $0.00 $0.00 $20,190.99 $20,190.99 $20,190.99

TOTAL 928,768.56$		 		 (35,437.66)$		 		 -$		 	 893,330.90$									 893,330.90$								 893,330.90$		 		

99%
$12,162.22 Net	Assessments	Remaining

Baytree
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